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How well is Russia accomplishing this attempt at an
economic understanding with the rest of the world? It is
the purpose of this thesis to endeavor to show how far
Russia has progressed along this front, and what the
chances are for a better understanding in the future.
The first chapter of this thesis covers the Geography
of Russia, It is essential to understand the geography of
Russia, because it is apparent that only in a country of
Russia *s size, population, and resources, would such a
startling experiment have been possible. The first part of
the thesis also views the ilistor^^ of Russia, To understand
the Russia of the present, one must know something of her
past, Russian history is a record of a thousand years of
human suffering and neglect, as her people have struggled
to\7ard liberty. This suffering has filled the Russian
people with a spirit which has been the driving force be-
hind the Nev/ Russia movement.
Upon the background described in chapter one, Russia
has constructed the New Russian society, which is the sub-
ject of chapter two. The Government under the directing
hand of the uommunist Party, has created a nev7 social order
in which the proletariat or worker was first placed at the
apex. The peasant has now become a proletariat on an equal
footing v/ith the worker. The worker and the peasant alike
na aisaifH si Ilew v:oH • 'r, ~
si d-I ?blro\- 3jij lo d-se*i orf-t ilcj-lv/ oJ:Tonooo : '
TCl *.yoxi W0J2 od- iov-'’3bn9 od- si 89 Id' sirfd* lo 980<Tt/;rr orid’
srfd- d-Mw 5ns .luo'i'l ax:Id- ^noX^ l9ssG*x^0Trr sBrf alfistrH
. TiTud’cri 9rfj ni •ArribrTBd-s-iofici/ rsdiscf s tcI: ota aeDna-to
Yiq;i?*r-55O0-u arfd sievoo slsoifi sl^^^ ‘io Tac^gs^o-d-siil: orfT
'^ifgsT*^o9*'. er^d* bnnd-STe^m; oi iBidftoess si dl
. nisai/fl lo
lo TJd-rruoo p nl ^liro darfi dns'is-^qa si JI o 3//ao©cf ,bxssjjH
G Mrrov; ,S90'rqoso'r bni^ ^aipidalxjqoq ,9.-:ls ^’eisaixK
lo dTaq d-sTll aXT .aldlssoq rt09<f evart drr9rrit'r.3r;-9 'vriXirsds
bnads-isbnu oT .alasjdl-T ‘lo Txoualii o.Xd- svrsiv oein alsorld srfd*
lo ;3xi££fd-fixj03 Y;o'!?r d-strn ano ^drtese'iq Qrfd lo jsi'ssirM srfd-
lo azccx bnesifoiid a lo frrooo'r a si actBouH .deaq
svarf a^cros'T tocT sjs ^dODl-^sir Jjxic :qnlT9ll/.;s xrmuri
iislssr/f! Qffd- boXIil sM ^xxI*r9'rii;s^iLrn
.'^d'lecfil brswod
-9rf ar>Tol axfd neo(S earC ifoirfw dl*xlf/s a rid-Iw olcosq
,d-r.9F9vonT eissuS woW orfd- bntd ^
axssirh




-Xtra orld- si xfoldv-' .Tdoiooe naisa/fH v^aWL odd fiedoj.f^d-sftoo sarf
ji-^icro9*rib odd- 'lobtri; d-frorrsnoravoO oxlT .bv/'d’ Ted-qarfo lo d’oof,
'toXTO XstocB voxi a bodro-io earf d-sIxixxf.Tj 'oO orfd lo Iqarf
s.Xd da boot’Iq dSTll sav/ 'rars^rros''^ 'ro d'aiiBd'sXoTq odd doixf"'’ xil
laupo Lie no Srtie&olonq a onoood v/cn san d-aAsaoq oxfl .”;9Ta






have been exploited in the rush for industrialization, and
collectivization of agriculture under the Five-Year Plans
of Construction. During the closing years of the second
Five-Year Plan, nov; in operation, there has been a notice-
able decline in the pressure upon the worker and the peas-
ant. There has been a shift from the intense industrial-
ization and collectivization to a serious consideration of
the needs of society.
It is generally accepted that Russia has reached a
high level in internal construction. vYhat about Russians
economic relations with the rest of the v/orld? In chapter
three, the writer draws a brief sketch of Russia’s Present
Position in the World Economic atructure. Chapter four
consists of a presentation of those factors which may help,
and those factors which may deter the Soviets in their
struggle for a place of importance in the World economic
structure of the future. Drav'ing upon the material pre-
sented in chapters three and four, the writer draws his
conclusions in chapter five as to Russia as a Factor of Im-
portance in the World Economic Structure.
The v/riter wishes to thank Professor William G. Sut-
cliffe of Poston University, uollege of business Adminis-
tration, who has been kind enough to read the material pre-
fcfli;
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aoxj/wiiolTo ajyfcni ‘lo'l rfain stfcl fil fif>:fio.Cq;?:o rfeec*” ;>var’
arcejl 'X3aT-ov*>i arfct 't?»hnL' 9'iifoIirorT‘fi/i lo noid'>sivl;t,o^IIoo
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2A. THE GEOl-RAPHY OF RUSSIA
1, Size
Russia’s sheer mass and magnitude make it a most im-
pressive country. Its 8,241,921 square miles extend out
over half of Europe and a third of Asia. It is easily the
largest continuous domain under one political Jurisdiction,
This area is nearly three times the extent of continental
United States, or it is about equal to the v/hole of worth
America •
"The following table shows the figures of area as com-
piled in 1927. (Capitals in brackets)" *
Constituent Republics Area in square Miles
Of The Union January 1, 1927
R, S. F. S. R. (Moscow)
or Russia Proper 7,626,717
Ukrainian (Kiev) 174,201
White Russia SSR (Minsk) 48,751
Transcaucasian sFSR (Tiflis) 71,255
Uzbek sSR (Tashkent) 74,786
‘itirkoman sSR (Ashkhabad) 189,603
Tajik SSR (Stalinbad) 56,608
8,241,921
Imposing as these figures appear, one must not lose
sight of the fact that a substantial portion of the Russian
* The Statesman’s Year Book, 72nd Annual Publication
rviacMillan & Company, London, 1935, p. 1264
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no&noJ .'^nJDcsjoO r.^ neXIll^OBia
3territory both in Europe and in Asia, is made up of Artie
frozen wastes, sparsely inhabited, and of little use ex-
cept as a source of furs. Regardless of this condition,
the settled portion of the tJoviet Union is of vast extent,
"From the Polish border to the frontier of Manchuria
is a journey of eight days on an express train, which
makes few and short stops except for a stay of a fevi
hours in Moscow, One may float for a v/eek down the navi-
gable part of the placid stream of the mighty Volga,
which flows to a length of almost twenty-five hundred
miles through the very heart of European Russia, until it
loses itself in a huge delta and meets the uaspian Sea at
Astrakhan, an old stronghold of the Tartar khans which is
now an unsavory but rich fish m.art, supplying large quan-
tities of the famous Russian caviare," *
Russians great size might well be a serious handicap
to the country’s development. Intense concentration on
the building of an efficient system of transportation and




It has been said that only the resources of the
United States can compare ivith those of Russia. It is
* Chamberlin, Vtf, H., Soviet Russia, A Living Record And
A History, Little, Erown & Company, Eoston, 1930
Jo qiT ebsr st ,bJ^rA ui fi/ifl ©qoTiJ^ ^&0(f XT^OJtl'n^f
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tB bdS HBlqoso ocrd- B.ts©£n sd-XeS ar^.irrf b Hi IXsscti soaol
3i Xoirfw ecBdb! qBdq.:?'? 3/ic lo Jbloifnno'i^e f>Io xtb ,HBri?fjcprd^sA
-cbud oisfLBl ^ni'vrX-'Tc'i/B
,
d'TBF'i rf'ail ^loi7 dcd 'C^orB^rtts cb won
'’.©TBivjGO itBiacxifi BircrtBl effd- lo eor-lx;^
oBcllr'Cri ajc/oiT©?. /? orf II©’-? dd^.tr. o,via cfootrs s’bIcbxjH
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odi lo seoTHoaoH erfd* \:IrTo d-Biid* blaa coed e.Bd tl
ai a I .Bl^-BCn lo ooorfl n'tiw o'XfifMoo hjso csisd’B f\od-inU
fsrA j^riviJ -n. d-©ivo3 ,.H .ri .cllqedmMO *
O'ZQJ.
,
:oteoii etfTBr^rroO dii 'owoTr: sSlddiJ ^ifrolalH A
4possible to find there nearly every natural resource 1-cnovm
to mankind. Russia is rich in timber, in minerals, in
lands suitable for raising cereals, vegetables, and fruits,
Russia is potentially rich in electric and v/ater power.
Russia is said to possess 35.1% of the oil reserves of the
world.
”The mineral resources of Russia were very imperfectly
surveyed under the old regime. JJuring the past few years
surveying and exploration have been greatly expanded and a
complete reappraisal of natural resources has been made.
As a result, the knov/n reserves in various minerals in

























”The forest lands of the USSR are estim.ated to cover
2,310,000,000 acres, of which some 1,984,547,000 acres are
situated in Russia Proper, and 55,782,500 acres in the
* The World Almanac And Book Of Facts
Nev7 York V/orld Telegram, Hev; York, 1935, p. 710
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5other constituent Republics of the Union. The forests of
Caucasus are capable of furnishing the world’s markets with
an inexhaustible supply of many varieties of timber. A
total of 18,600,000 acres in the Caucasus is covered by
forest lands." *
"Approximately 500,000,000 acres of forested areas
are to a large degree potentially agricultural when the
timber has been removed. The by and large estimate is,
under development such as has been attained in other civ-
ilized countries, Russia would have close to 700,000,000
acres of cultivable lands, or the equivalent of more than
1,000,000 square miles of actually tilled land, which is
more than like areas in the United States." **
Virgin soil of the prairie is being brought under cul-
tivation through the use of the miost modern machinery in
the world. If the present rate of increase is maintained
for a decade, the USSR will be the largest exporter of
grain in the world.
Russia is indeed fortunate as regards resources. The
Soviet Union could easily assume a position of self-contain-
ment, economically speaking, better than any pov/er with the
exception of the British Empire.
* The Statesman’s Year Book, 72nd Annual Publication
klacMillan & Company, London, 1935, p. 1271
** The World Almanac And Book Of Facts
Uev/ York World Telegram., ^ievr York, 1935, pp. 709-10
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63, Population
"On January 1, 1933 the population of the USSR v/as
estimated at 165,738,400. Figures of population are as
follows: (Capitals in brackets)" *
Constituent Republics Total Population
Of The Union January 1, 1933
R. S. F. S. R, (Moscow)
or Russia Proper 113,650,900
Ukrainian (Kiev) 31,901,400
«f/hite Russia sSR (Minsk) 5,439,400
Transcaucasian SESR (Tiflis) 7,110,800
Uzbek SSR (Tashkent) 5,084,300
Turkoman sSR (Ashkhabad) 1,268,900
Tajik sSR (Stalinbad) 1.332,700
165,788,400
“The follov/ing table shows the grovrt:h of the popula-









^ The Statesman's Year Book, 72nd Annual Publication
i.iacMillan & Company, London, 1935, p. 1264
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7It is claimed that the Soviet Union is adding almost
exactly 10,000 a day to its population, representing both
the largest total and proportion of grovrth of any country
in the world. In 1930 the annual birth rate v^as computed
to be 42, 9^0 per thousand, v/hile the death rate was placed
at 20,7% as against 28,5% before the World War.
Russia is rich in culture, which has been forced to
lie dormant during the drive for material well-being.
The poorer classes are being educated, as is borne out by
the fact that "the percentage of literacy among the popu-
lation at the close of 1932 was estimated at 90% as com-
pared v«rith 27-30% in 1917,” * Education has been made com-
pulsory and is rapidly achieving an effective form. Popu-
lation is on the increase in a country v/here there is ample
room for the increase, as v;ell as greatly improved facili-
ties for their v/elfare and education.
Who can deny that this presence of rich culture, the
increasing population, and the continued drive for the com-
plete literacy of the people will prove to be powerful wea-
pons in Russians drive for a ranking place among the World
powers?
4, Other Vital statistics
When the Russians began to take stock after the first
The y/orld Almanac And Book Of Facts
New York World Telegram, New York, 1935, p, 709
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8Five-Year Flan had come to an end, they found that their
lack of attention to an efficient system of transportation
and communications had retarded considerably the progress
of industrialization. The second Five-Year Plan vra.s thus
charged with the responsibility of developing transporta-
tion and communications to nieet the pace of industrial-
ization. The figures quoted in the paragraphs follov;ing,
while not showing an alarming grov/th, are an indication of
some very definite progres;^^.
"There are 110,000 kilometers of navigable inland
v^aterv/ays in the Soviet Union, The length of exploited
railTvays of the USSR in 1930 was 77,046 kilometers; in
1931, 80,000 kilometers; in 1932, 83,400 kilometers. At
the end of 1933 the length of the electrified railmys in
the USSR was 350 kilometers. The goods traffic on the
Soviet railv;ays was as follows: 1932, 267,000,000 tons;
1933, 271,000,000 tons; passenger traffic: 1932, 900,000
000 tons; and in 1933, 953,000,000 tons," *
"Civil aviation only started in the USSR in 1932.
In 1933 the total length of air lines in the USSR Vi^as ap-
proximately 37,000 kilometers as against 32,000 kilometers
in 1932; the distance flown approximate.ly 9,000,000 kilo-
meters; the number of passengers transported 42,500; goods
* The statesman’s Year Book, 72nd Annual Publication
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9and mail carried over 3,400 tons. The length of telegraph
and telephone lines in the USSR in 1932 \ms 1,322,000 kil-
ometers; in 1933 it was 1,490,000 kilometers,” *
Power development has been the focus of attention
under the Russian drive for industrialization. The first
Five-Year Plan saw a remarkable grov,1:h in this field. Un-
der the second Five-Year Plan, the capacity of the plants
is to be increased to a point which will bring the USSR
second only to the United States as a power producer,
"Statistics of pov/er capacity of all plants and of














Figures are meaningless except when used to substan
tiate a point of view to be made, I cite the foregoing
* The Statesman’s Year Book, 72nd Annual Publication
itiacMillan & Company, London, 1935, p, 1274
** The World Almanac And Book Uf Facts
New York World Telegram, New York, 1935, p, 711
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statistics to point out the strength and potentialities of
Russia* Without such a remarkable setup, the t>oviets would
have been doomed to immediate defeat in their struggle for
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B. THE HISTORY OF RUSSIA
1, The Russo-Iapanese V/ar
For the purpose of this thesis, Russian history starts
with the year 1904 and the Russo-Japanese v/ar. The latter
half of the eifrhteenth century had v/itnessed a decline of
the nobility and the movement tov;ard the democratization of
Russian life.
The causes of the war are immaterial as v/ere the re-
sults. It is true that in numbers the Russian army was
much stronger than the Japanese. As regards quality, the
Russian army was not inferior to the Japanese. The lack
of enthusiasm on the part of the Russian people brought
about their defeat. The war v;as unpopular from the very
outset. It v^as to be expected that the dissatisfaction
with the existing government of Russia should extend into
the ranks of the army and cause serious dem.oralization of
the forces.
King Nicholas was desirous of continuing the war with
Japan, biit after much persuasion he agreed to President
Roosevelt ^s suggestion for peace. This suggestion for
peace on the rart of the United States was prompted by the
deep concern we had in the outcome of the war. ’’She had
more than a passing interest in the belligerents; her re-
lations with Russia, as we have seen, had long been friend-
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ly, and she had introduced Japan to the Western v/orld." *
It soon hecane apparent that the welfare of both Japan
and Russia as well as the rest of the world demanded peace.
The defeats in the war had led to internal disorders in Rus-
sia, and the financial condition of the country v>/as greatly
disturbed
.
President Roosevelt addressed a note to the Tsar and
the Mikado with the purpose of bringing about peace nego-
tiations with the warring nations. The note read in part
as follows: ”The President feels that the time has come
when, in the interests of all mankind, he must endeavor to
see if it is not possible to bring to an end the terrible
struggle and lamentable struggle now being waged, v'vith
both Russia and Japan the United states has inherited ties
of friendship and good-will. It hopes for the prosperity
and welfare of each, and it feels that the progress of the
world is set back by the war between these two great nations.
Peace was accomplished when the Treaty of rortsmoiith
was signed at Portsmouth, N. H. on September 5, 1905. Rus-
sia v/as indeed fortunate under the terms of the treaty, al-
though she v^/as forced to make some concessions to Japan.
The war ended none too soon for Russia, as the government
was approaching a complete internal catastrophe. In fact.
* Headstrom, Berger R., The Story of Russia
Frederick Stokes Company, New York, 1933, p. 394
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Russia \vas already in the throes of a Revolution.
2, The Revolution of 1905
The Revolution of 1905 signified the breaking point
between the people and the government. Discontent had been
building up for some years and internal disturbances had
become the order of the day. The peasant rebelled against
a government which could offer no relief in years of fam-
ine, The workers and professional classes were satisfied
that the government's promises of needed reforms, such as
national assembly, guarantees of individual liberty, and
freedom of the press, were entirely worthless. The un-
favorable outcome of the Russo-Japanese War v/as just the
spark v/hich v.'as needed to start the fire of Revolution,
"On January 22, 1905, a day remembered in Russian His-
tory as 'Bloody Sunday', a great throng of St. Petersburg
workers under the leadership of a priest. Father (J-apon, who
had tried to organize trade-unions along religious and na-
tional lines, marched to the Tsar's palace with ikons and
religious banners to ask for relief in their different con-
ditions, The Tsar vras absent from the capital; but troops
accepting the orders of the govemm.ent
,
poured volleys of
rifle fire on the demonstration, killing or wounding 1500
persons," *
* Chamberlin, Wm. H.
,
soviet Russia, A Living Record And
A History, Little, Brov/n & Company, Boston, 1930, p, 22
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This brutal act added fuel to the fire of the Revolu-
tion, Disorders of all kinds broke out all over Russia.
The army and the navy suffered from mutinies, the peasants
rebelled against the nobles, and frequent strikes occurred
reaching the proportions of a general strike during the
latter half of 1905, The general strike found the authori-
ties helpless and unprepared. The government realized that
they now had reached the crisis and that they must decide
what v’as to be the solution of this internal unrest.
The proposals put forth varied all the from a mil-
itary dictatorship to the granting of a constitution.
3. The Russian Dumas
”0n October 30, 1905 the Gzar issued a manifesto which
promised a freedom of conscience, speech, meeting, and
association; also, a representative assembly or Duma, to be
elected on a v;ide franchise, establishing ’as an immutable
rule that no law can come into force without the approval
of the Duma’, and giving to the Dimia also effective control
over the acts of public officials.” *
The revolutionary movement began to lose its strength
quickly after the issuance of this manifesto. The workers
deserted the ranks of the revolutionaries. The peasants as
* Hazen, Charles Dovmer, Fifty Years of Europe 1870-1919
Henry Eolt Company, Hew York, 1919
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a class were too poorly developed politically to be depended
upon for moral support. The gentry and the middle classes
tended to be partial to the reactionary^" forces. The govern-
ment took advantage of indecision among the ranks of the
army and the navy to swing them, to the support of the gov-
emm.ent. From the beginning of 1906, it was apparent that
the government had again regained complete control of the
situation.
The first Duma, initiated on I^/lay 10, 1906 had a stormy
life of a little over two months. Any efforts made at se-
curing reforms were quickly and thoroughly defeated by the
court and the bureaucratic parties.
The second Duma was opened on March 5, 1907, Friction
with the m.inority developed early and resulted in the ulti-
mate arrest of a number of the members of the Duma on the
charges of carrying on revolutionary propaganda. The second
Duma came to an end on June 16, 1907.
The third Duma was opened on November 14, 1907, Prior
to this something happened which changed the popular repre-
sentative characted organization of the Duma, A new elec-
toral law came into being v/hich virtually bestowed upon the
130,000 landowners the right to choose the members of the
third Duma.
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"Under these conditions the third and fourth Dumas
(the latter v/as in session at the time of the 1917 Revolu-
tion), were very conservative bodies, actually representa-
tive only of a small propertied minority in the population," *
The Duma continued to maintain its life but it had little or
no pov/er, being merely a consultative body.
It was apparent that the drive for liberty, which had
prompted the revolutionary movement, had failed. The fail-
ure, however, was destined to be of only temporary nature,
A revolutionary process which had set into motion some tens
of millions of people v/as merely vjaiting for the opportune
time to evolve,
4. Russia and the World War
An autocratic Russian Government, which had rather
poorly survived the weight of the Russo-Iapanese War, which
had been perceptibly weakened by the attempts at reforms
during the period of the Dumas, was completely demoralized
by the strain of the world War, Corrupt and incompetent
bureaucracy would not and could not cope with the tremen-
dous responsibilities of war,
"During the war, Russia suffered more than any other
great nation. She had called to the colors more than some
* Chamberlin, Wm, H., Soviet Russia, A Living Record And
A History, Little, Brovm & Company, Boston, 1930, p, 24
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13,000,000 men, the largest army assembled by any one nation
in the world. Some 3,000,000 died of wounds, disease, ne-
glect or starvation. Some 2,000,000 were confined in the
prisons of Germany and Austria, returning if at all, often
as mere skeletons to die upon the road or to fall an easy
prey to disease. Attacked from without, betre.yed from with-
in, famished, starving, Russia still suffered on. At last,
worn out by suffering and privation and v;lth no faith left
in their government, the cry of starving Russia went up for
*peace, land, bread*.” *
By 1917 the seasoned men of the Russian army were in
their graves, prison camps or hospitals. The army v/as in
the stages of disintegration. The peasantry were revolting
on all fronts . The enraged worker could no longer be re-
strained.
It v;as at this crucial point in the Russian pattern of
history that the isolshevist faction headed by Nickolai Lenin
made its appearance as the champion of the masses . It had
a program v;hich appealed to the people, v’Riat course this
program followed is told in the events of the Revolution of
1917.
5, The Revolution of 1917 and the Rise of Bolshevism
Until March, 1917 Russia ^vas still an iiinpire. The
* Eddy, yherwood, Lverbody*s V/orld
George H, Doran Company, JMev/ York, 1920, p, 66
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Revolution broke out on kiarch 12 and it was on March 15
that the Jitoperor Nicholas II gave up his throne. It was
not until JMovember of that same year that the Bolshevists
took over control of the government.
Between March and November 1917, the Provisional
u-overnraents endeavored to cope v/ith the revolutionary con-
ditions, v/ith little success. The Revolution vritnessed no
pitched battles; it vxas rather an epidemic of mob distur-
bances, strikes, acts of vengeance, and slaughter.
The first Provisional uovenment under the leadership
of Prince Lyvoff soon gave avjay to the second Provisional
(Government headed by Alexander Kerensky, Kerensky had been
quite an impressive figure in the fourth JJuma and had added
to his popularity during the operation of the first Provi-
sional (Government,
The Bolshevist faction under Leninas leadership, work-
ing secretly but swiftly, m.a.de the most of the peasant-
bourgeois split in the Kerensl-cy control, "From his Finnish
O, H, Q, in the hidden hut at Razliv, Lenin poured revolu-
tionary tracts into Petrograd; arm.ed v/ith his torrents of
words, indefatigable lieutenants penetrated factories, work-
shops and barracks, disseminating dissatisfaction and whis-
pering seductive reasons for revolt against ’the dictator.
?.I no Bm. f>iTB SI doi-Sia no d-|L;o ©-5fcrt<f nozitulcvoZ
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Kerensky’— ’the servant of the Bourgeoise’— ’the traitor
to the v/orking classes’,” *
Betrayed by his general in conmand, Kornilov; deserted
by his troops at the most crucial moinent, Kerensky was then
forced to give up his power to the Bolshevists on November 7,
1917. Thus came to an end the second Provisional Government,
another page in Russian history.
"The new government announced its policy at once; an
immediate democratic peace, the confistication of all landed
property, the recognition of the supreme authority of the
soviets’ or workingmen’s and soldiers’ council, the election
of a constitutional convention." **
Then began a period of v/holesale seizure of land and
property which vrere turned over to the people, atate con-
trol v/as created over all industry, banking, and transporta-
tion and trade. The new governm.ent then, by means of a
separate treaty signed with Germany on December 7, 1917 at
Brest -Lit ovst
,
terminated Russia’s part in the v/ar.
This signing of a separate treaty caused Russia to be
regarded with much resentment by the allied countries. An-
ti-Bolshevist forces, furnished vrith munitions and other aid
by the allied governments, did effective work in blocl<ading
* Walsh, Edmund A., Fall of the Russian Empire
Little, Brovm & Company, Boston, 1928
** Hazen, Charles Downer, Fifty Years of Europe 1870-1919
Henry Holt Company, New York, 1919
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the existing Soviet government. The territory under the
Central control of the Bolshevists shrank as province after
province declared their freedom from the nev/ Russian con-
trol
.
The new government faced with impending chaos within
the country, were attacked on all sides by the Whites or
anti-Bolshevists forces, uould they maintain their control
under seemingly oveCTvhelming odds?
6, Civil War in Russia
Bolshevism vra.s victorious but not before three years
of civil v/ar had laid waste to the country'". The economic
structure collapsed completely as private property disap-
peared, capital largely ceased to be productive, the nation-
al revenue fell to a low point, and terrorism, destruction,
and corruption spread over the land. It seemed for a time
that the civil war might assume international proportions.
The Bolshevists can thank the peasantry for their vic-
tory, The Bolshevists had the support of the worker. The
•Vhites or anti forces were backed strongly by the propertied
and official classes. What about the peasantry?
"The peasantry, which constituted the majority of the
population, v;avered uncertainly in its attitude, now raising
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insurrection against the grain requisitions which the tiol-
shevists employed to feed the starving cities, now turning
sharply against the whites v/hen they saw that the victory
of the latter threatened the return of the hated landlords.
If one may judge from the intensity and scope of the in-
surrections, the peasants regarded the iiolshevists as the
lesser of the two evils, perhaps because they felt that
some day the requisitions would cease, whereas, the return
of the landlords v/ould mean the permanent loss of the land
which they had seized in the first period of the Revolution,” *
The Bolshevist ir-arty organization, the Communists, con-
tributed the final strength that was needed to subdue the
'fVhites, Their relentless si’^stem of policing soon demoral-
ized the ranks of the anti forces, while adding strength
daily to their own num.bers. By 1921 the Whites v/ere v/ill-
ing to concede complete control of the U-overnment to the
Bolshevists
,
The new Government vra.s now supreme
,
but v/hat about the
condition of the country? The World War, the Revolution,
and the Civil war had completely uprooted the entire econom-
ic system. What V70uld be the new Government’s plan of recon-
struction?
* Chamberlin, Wm, E,, Soviet Russia, A Living Record And
A Histo ry. Little, Brovm & Comipany, Boston, 1930, p, 32
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7, The New Econoinic Policy (I'lEP)
In Ivlay, 1921 Lenin introduced the New Economic Policy
or NEP in an attempt to avert economic disintegration.
"The iTEP released private trade and small manufactu-
rers from the prohibitions of militant (Joinmunism. Also and
more important for the people, the peasants with their pro-
«
ducts V7ere given access to the consumer market. Life in the
cities slowly recovered to a more tolerable level. But it
v/as not sufficiently after the pattern of the collective so-
ciety of uommunism to be safe, uredit withdramls and death
dealing taxation were therefore applied to any industry or
trade making real headway. Progressively, purely atate en-
terprises and Btate-controlled cooperatives occupied the
field. Policies touching the peasants vacillated between
measured freedom of market and grain requisitioning by force
This new plan was not an immediate cure of the Russian
economic ills. It is tru.e that thousands continued to suf-
fer from starvation, and only American intervention saved
thousands more from death. However, this situation cannot
be charged to any failure on the part of the InIEP. The NEP
had come cooling the fervid fires of revolution, but too
late to be of any imriiediate help. Out of the ruins, however
it v/as able to reconstruct an economic s3''stem, upon which in
* Colton, Dr. Ethan, Four patterns of Revolution
Association Press, New York, 1935
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1928 it was possible to launch successfully the first of a
series of Five-Year Plans of Construction.
Discussion of the Five-Year Plans of Construction is
reserved for another part of this thesis, at v/hich tine the
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!• Constitution and Political Structure
Russia has always been unlike other foreign countries.
Her peculiar dictatorship fom of govemrnent is a marked ex-
ample of this principle. To the people of the United States
the contrast is even more striking,
"The American observer, accustomed in this country to
strict separation of pov/ers, emphasis on political equality
and opposition to government control, is particularly im-
pressed by three features of the Soviet political system;
the absence of any separation of pov/ers, the undisguised
class character of the soviet State, and the extent of state
control over the individual,” *
The Constitution v;as fashioned to meet the needs of the
forthcoming workers \ peasants^ and soldiers* government.
It was to be a formation of a federation of JMational soviet
Republics, It is to be here noted that any reference to
Russia and the Russians ms omitted from the name. It v;as
expected that in the world revolution to follov;, other coun-
tries would ally themselves v/ith this socialist movement.
In brief, the Constitution set forth as its aim, the
formation of a classless society in which exploitation of
man would cease. Work v/as to be the measure of one*s place
* Dean, vera M,, Soviet Russia 1917-1935
Foreign Policy Association-JMev; York
World Peace Foundation-Hoston, 1935, p, 12
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in the society and those who were Tinv/illing to work would
be deprived of the rights of a Russian citizen, The land
v/as to be the people’s and private ownership was to be eli-
minated, The Government was to have control over natural
resources, banking, transportation, and industr:/" and trade.
The factories and railway facilities were to be given over
to the workers who were to establish an immediate control
over industry. The school and the State v:ere to be free of
the influence of the church, universal education vms to be
championed, as well as an equality of all citizens regard-
less of nationality and race. Service in' the army vmis to be
mandatory. Suffrage vxas to be allowed all persons over the
age of eighteen, except to those deemed by the government to
be undesirable.
Today, the USSR, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
a strongly centralized system, consists of seven Republics,
as follov/s:
1, Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic
2, V/hite Russian Soviet Socialist Republic
3, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
4, Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic
5, Turkoman Soviet Socialist Republic
6, 'i'ajik Soviet Socialist Republic
.
Transcaucasian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic7
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These constituent Republics are allowed certain powers
as are not reserved by the Central Government, but they are
forced to adhere strictly to any and all policies set forth
by the Central administrative agencies and by the Communist
Party. As such, it is to be observed that, regardless of
this close supervision, the constituents are allowed much
freedom of initiative.
The Russian governmental control is built in the form
of a p3rramid. At the apez of this pyramid rests the Russian
Congress of Soviets, the supreme ruling body of the nation.
At the base of this pyramid are the tovm Soviets on one side,
and the peasant Soviets on the other. The tovm Soviet ^s
group includes representatives of the workers in the facto-
ries.
Representation until very recently was based on one
town Soviet for every 25,000 inhabitants, and one peasant
Soviet for every 125,000 of their number. The grov/th of
education in Russia has awakened the peasant class to a re-
alization of their strength. The Soviet government, fully
appreciating the importance of the peasant in the future of
Russia, has taken steps to make this representation equal.
Delegations from the bodies of town and peasant Soviets
come together to form the district soviets. JJirectly above
this latter organization is the Russian Congress of Soviets.
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The Russian uongress of Soviets meets once every tv/o
years. In the intervals hetv/een these meetings control is
taken over by the Russian Central Executive Committee,
chosen by the Congress and consisting of about 450 members.
This Committee meets once every four months. A Standing
Committee and the Council of Nationalities (representative
of all the Republics and autonomous districts), carry on
the affairs of the nation with the help of the Council of
People ^s Comraissars, which Council consists of the heads of
all the principal State departments.
The voting privilege, formerly narrov/ly restricted,
has now been extended so that practically the only persons
v^hose voting right has been witheld are; those v/ho do not
perform any productive work, those who hire for profit (ex-
cept farmers), members of the clergy, imbeciles, State in-
mates, and those who have been deprived of this right of
voting by a criminal court.
Until very recently indirect voting, or the system of
choosing the delegates or representatives who are to sit
upon the higher or larger organs of government by indirect
election through the smaller Soviet organs, has been opera-
tive, In addition to the above, voting has been carried on
by a show of hands. It is reported that certain constitu-
tional changes have brought direct and secret voting to
Russia
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E, The Communist Jearty
The fate of the JMev; Russia is in the hands of the Gom-
iminist Party, It is the directing force behind the soviet
drive for world recognition and supremacy. It complete dom-
inates the economic and social as well as the political sys-
tems. It is rather unique that the uommunist Party is the
only party which may have legal existence in Russia. Taking
control at that critical point in Russian history, the Revo-
lution of 1917, the Party has been able to maintain the top
position to this day. The key places in the governmental
structure are held by the Communist Party members, v/ho must
carry out the wishes of the Party or be replaced.
Much of the success of the Party must be attributed to
its rigid method of controlling admittance to and continued
membership in the Party, Strict examination and a lengthy
period of probation precede admittance to the Party, Once
admittance is secured it is still a task to retain m-ember-
ships. Periodic "purgings” are held, at v/hich time each
member is carefully questioned as to his or her activities.
Any member suspected of neglect of duty or disobedience to
the Coimnunist State is expelled. As a result of this pro-
cedure, the membership of the Party is indeed small in com-
parison with the total population. It is true that many per-
sons would like to join the Party but cannot. It is inter-
esting to note that the Party has the support of a larger
' J’aira/fflKoO ©xfl*
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group than is represented by membership v/ithin the Party.
Without this added strength it is improbable that the Com-
munists could retain the control in Russia,
The Communist Party has been unhesitant in the past to
go to the extreme in cases of opposition. Thousands have
been knov/n to have been exiled and many have been accorded
the penalty of death for their actions. Through the years
of its existence penalties have been swift and sure. The
Party does not believe in violence only in those cases where
Party dominance is thr^.tened. Then they will take any steps
to protect their interests.
The government is only one concern of the Communist
Party, Its influence is felt in all aspects of Russian ex-
istence, Through the medium of its efficient group of re-
porters, it is kept in direct and constant contact v/ith the
worker, with the peasant, with the school. It is the active
and the grov/ing elements which the Party desires to contact
and to teach to them the principles of bocialism. Constant
contact with the people and an appreciation of their opin-
ions in shaping their policies of administration, help keep
the party on favorable terms with the people. At the sam.e
time, much experimental work v/hich might be received v;ith
some opposition by the people, is eliminated. Knowing the
minds and v/ishes of the people is a short cut to definite
policies
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"There is most certainly a dictatorship in boviet Russia
today, but it is not a personal dictatorship of any one man,
or of any small group of men; it is a dictatorship of the
Communist larty. This organization is not a mere mechanism
in the hands of an autocrat; on the contrary, it is an or-
ganism throbbing v/ith life in eveiy one of its thousands of
separate cells. In these small consolidated units which
live within the larger units of society, every important
question of policy is thoroughly examined. Out of disputes,
discussions, and deliberations of little groups of Commu-
nists scattered throughout the country, influenced of course
by local conditions and by all of the forces of work in the
life of the people, there gradually emerges a mass opinion
or judgment known as the Party line. Although the direction
V7hich this line takes m.ay be powerfully affected by such per-
sonalities as Lenin, Trotsky, btalin and others, it is not
fashioned by them. Hard, adamant, and inflexible at any
given moment, it is a product of the collective mood and may
alter its course at any time. To its mandates even Stalin
may yield, if he would not be destroyed, as Lenin did before
him. And the dictatorship of the i^arty would presumably
survive the death of any individual.” *
3, Is Russia Headed for Lemocrac3^
Nothing in Russia is of a permanent nature, Institu-
* Counts, George a,. The Soviet Challenge to America
The John Day Company, New York, 1931, pp, 42-3
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tions which have been months or years in the making may be
torn dovm or remodeled over night as the rapidly changing
scenes make their form obsolete or unnecessary. Certain
late happenings in Russia seem to indicate that the govern-
ment is undergoing a decided change. Is it a change tov-^ard
democracy?
"In Communist theory the dictatorship of the proleta-
riat is a temporary phase for a transitional period; as the
need for it gradually disappears the dictatorship itself
disappears. The eventual aim is a more real and a more com-
plete democracy than has ever been seen before; the full and
free development of every individual. Although it is theo-
retically possible that those who hold the power in the So-
viet will never willingly give it up, we believe that the
Communists are sincere in their intent to grow out of the
method of dictatorship as soon as possible." *
Such ivas an expression of opinion in 1933.
The elimination of the. inequality of representation be-
tv;een the vjorker and the peasant; the extending of the voting
privilege to new limits; and the appearance of direct and se-
cret voting in the Russian system, are indeed indications of
a move toward democracy in government . There are other indi-
cations
.
* Lamont, Corliss and Margaret, Russia Day by Day
Covici-i’riede Publishers, Dev/ York, 1933, p. 259
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Russians are beginning to talk of the fatherland. This
is indeed not in keeping with a systein. of dictatorship. It
signifies the avi;akening of a democratic spirit within the
peoples of Russia. The collective farms have recently been
granted the right to be governed by a general assembly of
village folk instead of submitting to the unfair rule of a
few in MOSCOW. Soviet benefits are rapidly eliminating any
advantage which the worker formerly enjoyed over the peas-
ants and the intellectuals. This trend spells death for a
preferred class, which can have no place in a democratic so-
ciety.
All these indications mean nothing if the soviets are
to retain their present uommunist system, a system of class
government under which the individual voter and his rights
are sacrificed to the collective rights of a dominant social
class. Certain changes have been observed recently which
indicate that the day of a limited party exercising unlimi-
ted control is rapidly passing.
”Yet hov/ can a dem.ocracy be born in a country that
does not enjoy freedom of press, freedom of speech and free-
dom of assembl37’V Is real demociracy possible where the indi-
vidual’s immediate interests and rights are completely ig-
nored as is frequently the case in the Soviet Union, if they
conflict with some official’s understanding of the interests
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of the btateV Is not democracy a caricature v/ithout habeas
corpus or v/ith secret arrests and secret trials?” *
The rule of the proletariat of the Communist appears
to be in the stages of disintegration. Freedom of press,
freedom of speech, and freedom of assembly may follov/ in the
wake of this breakdown. One thing seems certain to serious-
ly hinder real progress toward the achievement of a democra-
cy in Russia, This is the omnipotent position of the atate
and the attendant bureaucracy which has grovm to such tre-
mendous and harmful proportions.
Dem.ocracy may come to Russia, but not at an early date,
A coujitry which is void of any democratic tra.ditions will
find it extremely difficult to make the changes necessary
for the establishment and grovrfch of democracy. When and if
democracy does come to Russia, it will be in a form entirely
different from what the world has ever seen. It will be a
socialist democracy. Will it succeed? What influence will
it have on other democratic institutions? The future may
hold the ansvrer to these questions and other pertinent ques-
tions concerning the alleged emerging of democracy in Russia.
* Fischer, Louis, Russia Moves Tov/ard Democracy
Current History, September, 1935, pp. 606-7
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B. THE SOCIAL ORDER
1. The Worker
a. Facts and Figures
It VI3.S in the year 1935 that the Seventh All-Union Con-
gress met to review the work of the four crucial years which
had passed on into history. At that time a table of statis-
tics was presented to the public setting forth the class com
position of the country* s population at three very important
intervals , The table showed that in 1913 the proletariat
worker constituted 16.7% of the population; in 1928, 17.3%
of the population; and in 1934, 28.1% of the population.
It is doubtful that this grovrfch v/ill continue at any
such a rate. The ** quantity’* drive of the first Five-Year
Plan has given way to the ’’quality” drive of the second
Five-Year Plan. The concentration of heavy industries de-
velopment has shifted to a concentration on consumers* needs
Collectivization has become an established Institution in
agriculture. If the development of light industry or the
satisfaction of consumer needs can be developed to a point
at which the peasants may secure their needs at reasonable
prices, the government may make good their 1933 promise to
make all collective farmers prosperous. Establishment of
favorable living conditions among the peasantry may retard
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The Soviet btate was erected in the name of the prole-
tariat or the worker. It was intended that everything
should he organized to function in the interests of the
working class. To be a member of the working class was a
mark of distinction. To be outside of the ranks of the
working class ''.vas to be doomed to failure, iMone vrere to
attain equalit^r in rank with the worker except perhaps en-
gineers and specialists. The latter group were needed to
help advance Russia’s Industrialization. The status of the
peasant v/as completely ignored.
'The picture has changed since the early days of the
new government. The v/orker is still better situated than
he was in old Russia and perhaps receives more consideration
than is granted the workers in many other countries, but the
workingman is no longer a member of the "privileged^ class,
"The worker in Russia is, after all, a cog in the state ma-
chine, the workings of which he has no direct means of con-
trolling. Man37- of the biggest questions affecting his dai-
ly life are decided by a little group of men in the Kremlin
in whose selection he has no voice and v;hose decisions he
has no means of criticizing or resisting. He has no more
voice in deciding who is to manage the factory in which he
is employed than an American steel worker has in the choice
of the directors of the United States Steel Company." *
* Chamberlin, vVm, H., Russia’s Iron Age
Little, Hrovm & Company, Boston, 1934, p. 277-8
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Since 1988 the length of the working day has undergone
severe modifications, l^revious to 1928 the eight-hour day
yjB.s enforced. In 1929 the Soviets gave some consideration
to a seven-hour day. To further reduce vrorking hours and
thus find work for everybody, the five-day week was intro-
duced. It vms expected that continuous operation of the
machines would make up for any economic loss. Later modi-
fication brought a six-day week and a general day of rest
to the Russian worker.
From 1927 to 1932 the wages of the working classes and
the salaries of the employees increased as much as 80^. ”0n
May 28, 1934 a decree provided for an increase of the V\/ages
of low-paid earners and salaried employees. The percent of
increase in monthly ^vages of city workers was as follows:” *
Monthly Wage
Percent of Increase in 1927 - 1932
Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Kharkov-Other uit
Up to 50 rubles ($40.25) 28.0 26.0
50-60 rubles ($48.30) 23.0 22.0
60-70 rubles ($56.35) 20.0 19.0
70-80 rubles ($64.40) 16.0 15.0
80-90 rubles ($72.45) 14.0 13.0
90-100 rubles ($80.50) 13,0 12.0
100-110 rubles ($88.55) 11.0 10.0
110-120 rubles ($96.60) 10.0 9.0
* Monthly Labor Review, September, 1934, p. 737
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120-130 rubles (1104.65) 9.0 8.0
130-140 rubles (1112.70) 8.0 7.0
140-150 rubles (1120.75) 7.5 6.5
These figures are quoted merely to illustrate the ten-
dency tov;ard a rising scale of \mges in an attempt to place
the worker in a position where he may enjoy a decent stan-
dard of living. Wage increases, however, do not tell the
complete story. Prices of commodities have climbed to such
heights as to nullify almost completely the benefit of in-
creasing wages. Add to this situation the inaccessibility
of many necessary commodities and it is not difficult to un-
derstand that the Russians are still in search of a decent
standard of living. There is too much of a discrepancy be-
tween real and nom.inal v;ages.
’’The poverty of the Russian people is due not as much
to the inefficiency of Soviet enterprise as to the deliber-
ate policy of their rulers to invest a large part of the na-
tion’s productive energies in capital goods. The improve-
ment in living conditions noticeable this year (1935) results
from a modification of this policy, a slowing dovm of the
rate of accumulation of capital and an increase in the sup-
ply of goods available for direct consumption." *
Industry may be state-controlled. Nevertheless, its
5k Fumiss, E. S., Costs of Soviet Progress
Current History, August, 1935, p, 551
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labor methods do not differ much from those used in the
countries where industry is controlled by private capital.
Higher v/ages to industrial v/orkers, to railv/ay employees,
to technicians; special premiums to trained construction
workers and teachers; piecework paid for by a system of pro-
gressive rates; shock brigades to spur on those who fail to
meet the pace—are these not capitalist incentives? A sj^s-
tem of rev/ards and higher v/ages for better v/ork creates in-
equalities in the Soviet Union similar to those prevalent
in capitalist-controlled industry. However, in Russia the
inequalities refer only to the degree of difference between
several groups of wage-earners. In a capitalist country it
is the difference in the status of the working-man and the
capitalist—it is the preliminary step to an accum-ulation
,
with accumulation leading to ovmership of capital, and then
on to exploitation. The Soviet may earn more than his fel-
low-worker but he cannot accumulate or grow rich on the work
of others. The Russian system debars capitalists.
It appears that Russia at present is not faced with the
problem of unemployment. In fact, today the problem is to
train labor quickly enough to operate efficiently the gigan-
tic industrial machine v/orld which Russia has built. ”As
given by various Soviet publications, the number of unem-
ployed betv/een 1925 and 1930 v/as as follows:” *
* Friedman, Elisha M., Russia In Transition
The Viking Press, Wew York, 1932, p, 168
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Num'ber of Unemployed In Russia
Date
January 1, 1925 848,000
January 1, 1927 1,353,000
October 1, 1928 1,374,000
January 1, 1929 1,516,000




May 1, 1930 936,000
August 1, 1930 607,000
October 1, 1930 None
"While it may be technically true to say that the Soviet
Union as abolished unemployment, this statement is extremely
misleading unless it is accompanied by a qualification to
the effect that the standard of living of the Russian worker
has fallen far below the very modest level which had been at-
tained in 19S7 and 1928, and is therefore, lov/er than that of
workers and employees in America and Western Jinirope in such
bread-and-butter things as food and clothing, housing and
tra.nsportation, " *
There is still another factor which must not be over-
looked in making any correct appraisal of the unemploym.ent
situation in the boviet Union today, iview Russia has been in
* Chamberlin, Wm. H,
,
Russia’s Iron Age
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existence a comparatively short period of time. It has been
necessary to draft the entire working forces of the nation
for the building of the new society. Much remains to be
done and until that time when production overtakes consump-
tion, as it has in most of the leading nations of the v/orld,
Russia needs to make no provision for the regulation of un-
employment .
b. The State and the Worker
The money wage received by the Soviet worker is not the
complete measurement of the real wage which he receives. Ad-
ditional values in the nature of social services are given to
him by the State, It has been pointed out that the sacrifi-
ces of the Soviet v/orkers, taxes and contributions levied
against the workers, and their enforced subscription to gov-
ernment bonds, reduces the effect of these social benefits.
However, it is an important addition to the money vra.ge, and
amounts in many cases to as much as 30%,
Perhaps the most important of the social benefits given
to the Soviet worker is social insurance. Social insurance
is not a nev/ idea in the Soviet Union. In fact, its progress
has gone hand in hand with the progress of the Soviet State.
Social insurance is compulsory for all xvorkers. The indus-
try and not the worker supports the social insurance fund.
The administration of the social insurance plan is not in
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the hands of the employer of labor or in the hands of the
government. Entire control is exercised by the All Union
Central Union of Trade Unions.
The social insurance fund covers quite a category of
benefits which includes unemployment, personal disability,
assistance in the event of childbirth, death of a breadwin-
ner, temporary incapacity, and illness. Of late, medical
care has received special attention and the growing amounts
of money allotted to its maintenance testify to its impor-
tance
.
"Although the system of social insurance in t>oviet Rus-
sia has not yet developed to equality v/ith that of the more
advanced capitalistic countries such as Germany, it is one
factor which has been responsible for lessening the sharp-
ness of the economic struggle. The system is being extended,
moreover, and the certainty that everything possible will be
done to broaden and strengthen the system is a factor in les-
sening the sharpness of the economic struggle." *
The expenditures by the State for social insurance have
been on the increase each year and it is fair to assume that
in the effort to raise the standard of living, this tendency
will continue. Security afforded the worker, and to some
extent the peasant, is probably the greatest boon of social
* Hoover, Calvin B., The Economic Life of Soviet Russia
J.feicmillan Company, New York, 1931, p, 338
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insurance in Soviet Russia. There is no need of worry about
old age and this means much to the peace of mind of the So-
viets
.
Other social benefits include rest houses and sanatori-
irnis for the use of insured workers; and sums paid out for
the introduction of schools, libraries, working-class homes,
etc. In many cases, inadequate to care for the increasing
number of workers, they represent something v/hich the Rus-
sian worker did not enjoy under the old regime. The money
allotted for their maintenance and the number of persons
making use of these institutions are continually on the in-
crease. Vacations on full pay, and in some cases free hous-
ing together with fuel and light, have been added to the
sphere of social benefits.
c. The Trade Unions
In the United States at least
,
we think of the trade
unions as an organization v/hose function is to protect the
interests of the worker as regards hours of labor and rate
of payment, as well as working conditions. Furthermore it
is independent of government or political party. In Russia
the trade unions serve the interests of the State and the
Communist Party. The leaders of the unions are not popular-
ly elected but are rather chosen by the Party.
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Upon the unions rests the responsibility of keeping
foremost in the minds of the masses the dictatorship of the
proletariat and the spirit of Communism. This tremendous
task is accomplished by means of an ambitious program of so-
cial education. Clubs are formed in all the factories; il-
literacy is combatted; competitive sports are conducted; the
v/orkers publish their own periodicals; in fact, everything
which might help generate a greater feeling of Communism is
encouraged by the unions. The unions do take part in ques-
tions of wage disputes, breaches of labor contracts, etc.,
but these functions are of secondary importance to the task
of promoting the social welfare of the v/orker.
No v^orker is obliged to join the unions. In fact, no
compulsion is necessary, for the advantages which union mem-
bership offers furnishes a powerful incentive to the workers.
The organization of the trade unions in Soviet Russia is
highly centralized somewhat along the lines of the govern-
ment or the Party, and for each branch of industry there is
a separate trade union. Dues are levied upon the union mem-
bers, part of which goes for maintenance of the organization,
and the rest for financial help to the members. Each year
collective agreements are drawn up between the unions and
the members of the unionized industries, which v/hen signed
become effective for the ensuing ^'ear. In some cases con-
laiqeoTf "lo '^^iXid/.ecoo’aoi orfd- B^earc enolnt/ ^rfcf «oo[lJ
9fi;t 10 qids'iO{J-Bcri>l& odcf ^ep.^Br. ofid- lo atfli.Ti aiiit nl ^eonoiol
ei/ofinsiss'id- sirfT .'^B.fnj/inrToO lo d-itclqa srf;t 6ne d-BJt'ifld-oIorq
t-03 lo r^tSTcao'iq auoid’i.cffliB ns lo ansoni SoilailqEoooB al TfaBd"
-X.t ;89iiod-oj8l QfCcr IXb ui Jbsnnol eijs adi/XO .noidBoi/i^s XBio
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siderable bargaining must be resorted to before the agree-
ments are reached, but never does the disagreement reach
the proportions of a strike or a holdout, v:hich in Russia
are technically illegal,
Tomsky, who held the leadership of the Russian trade
unions from 1921 to 1929, lost it when he held that the
trade unions should be free to exercise their right of bar-
gaining. "Since Tomsky *s removal from the position he held
as leader of the Soviet trade unions, the profsiousy (trade
unions) have been able to get rid of their old inhibitions
and out-of-date ideas and to dedicate them^selves to their
new role as educators of the masses, a role in v/hich they
are becoming more and more the political and econom.ic in-
struments of the Soviet regime." *
d. Women and Child L8.bor
In Russia today the adult woman is on an equal footing
with man, and it is expected that she will share v;ith the
man equal obligations v;ith respect to work. There has been
a marked increase of the woman in industry since the early
days of the New Russia. Of all the industries, perhaps the
most conducive is the textile industr3’’, as it offers a wide
range of operations to v/hich women are more adaptable and ef
ficient than the men. In every branch of industry we find
Duranty, Walter, and Others, Red Economics
Houghton, Mifflin & Company, Boston, 1932, p. 260
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the women employed to varying degrees, ifiven the timber in-
dustries employ an appreciable percentage of v/omen. Women
are found employed in the roughest sort of v/ork. On the
other hand, women are finding their way more and more into
the higher positions, i^y for men and women engaged in the
same sort of work is comparable
.
In order that the women may devote their entire energy
to industry and other fields, the State assumes the respon-
sibility of rearing the child up to the time when he or she
is ready to enter school. Communal living lessens the bur-
dens of the wife who works outside of the home. The woman
worker is content to turn her children over to the care of
the kindergarten, and enjoy the comforts of eating in a pub-
lic dining-room and spending here leisure time in the employ-
ees' clubs, parks, etc.
"On the Communist International Women's Day, March 8,
1931, newspapers carried large posters of a woman driving a
tractor over cooking utensils, dishes, powder puffs, and
other feminine accoutrements and appliances. This poster
was headed, 'The New Life* i This illustrates the philoso-
phy of Communism in respect to the status of women. 'Women
in the new life will have jobs and v/ill vrork just as men do." *
According to the Code of Labor La\vs, children under the
* Hoover, Calvin B., The Economic Life of boviet Russia
Macmillan Company, New York, 1931, p, 259
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age of sixteen years cannot be employed, and any child under
seventeen years of age cannot be employed longer than six
hours a day* Although the total number of children employed
in industry today is considerably larger than it v/as some
twenty years ago, in percentage of the entire working popu-
lation, there has been a marked decline. The children re-
ceive education in the factories in much the same way as the
adult workers; consequently, their real v/orking day is rather
short. Pay is calculated on the basis of 65% of what the a-
dult v/orker receives.
The young worker in Russia today is being educated and
trained under the Communist banner, to be the future captains
of industry. "The Union of Communist Youth, with its four
and one-half million youths of both sexes, plays a very im-
portant role in Soviet life today. It is at once a social
and recreational body, an agency for imparting a firm grasp
of the ideas of Marx and Lenin to the rising generation, a
nucleus which is supposed to make for harder and more effi-
cient work in every factory and institution, and a labor
corps of shock troops." *
e. Living Conditions
Life in the Russian cities is still difficult. However,
even as it exists today it is a marked im.provement over liv-
* Chamberlin, Wm. H., Russians Iron Age
Little, Brown & Company, Boston, 1934, p. 255
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ing conditions in the days of the Tsar. Certain defects in
the Russian system keep the standard of living of the Rus-
sian worker, from the material point of viev/, at least, be-
low that of the workers in representative capitalistic coim-
tries
.
The worker’s nominal wage has been rising slightly but
not fast enough to keep pace with the rising cost of food.
As a result, the real v/ages of the Soviet v/orker, in terms
of purchasing power, are very much below his nominal wages.
It is still extremely difficult to buy many of the essen-
tials of life except in the open market, where prohibitive
prices prevail. This situation is now receiving the earnest
attention of the Soviet government, v/hich after years of in-
tense industrialization, has now begun to consider the needs
of the workers, who have made such progress possible.
"Tv/o decrees just issued mark the making of new gestures
to^vard the workers. The first nev/ law demands that 5000 new
village cooperative department stores be established between
now and the year 1936, This means that the existing number
of outlets will be more than doubled and that peasants from
the Ukraine to Kamchatl<a are going to be able to buy shoes
and sweets and jacknives as readily as their city cousins.
The second decree puts an end to the food rationing system
started in 1929 when dissatisfaction and outright sabotage
r.l a&OQjQb .ibsT lo nJt -rtoi^ifenoo anl
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in the rural districts created such a food shortage in the
cities that it became necessary to ration ever^rthing. Like
the rest of the world, Russia is once more going to buy with
money. Retail business is again on open-competition basis,
though there is still no room for private profits.” *
A movement is definitely on the v/ay, under the second
Five-Year Plan, to increase consumers* goods, and thus gen-
erally reduce prices . An appreciable increase in the work-
er *s prospective purchasing pov/er should result. To further
improve the worker *s standard of living, intense effort is
being made to make available the necessities of life without
longer resorting to the ration cards.
Rents are extremely low, but housing facilities are yet
noticeably inadequate. In the larger industrial cities, it
\ms not possible to develop the housing facilities to meet
the pace of industry’s growth. The American observer would
perhaps be alarmed at the congestion which prevails, especi-
ally in the industrial cities; and the lack of sanitary hab-
its of the people. It is little wonder that a large number
of workers and employees find life in the district rest
homes or on the road more appealing than life in the cities.
While slowly adding to the worker’s material vrell-being
by bringing wages and prices more in line, and by making more
* Russia Ends Rationing
Business Week, October 5, 1935, pp. 38-9
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accessible the necessities of life, as well as some of the
luxuries, the government is not relaxing their efforts to
afford the Russian workers the advantages of social bene-
fits, The sums granted for education, for medical relief,
for sanitary improvements, and for social relief, are on
the increase. If as much can be done to improve their ma-
terial well-being as has been done and is being done to im-
prove their social and cultural well-being, the Soviet work-
ers may v;ell expect to enjoy a standard of living perhaps
better than that of the v/orker in any country in the world,
f. Mentality of the V/orking Class
To say that every Russian worker is satisfied with his
or her position in the Russian industrial system would be a
falsity. There are still many workers who feel discontented
and are hostile toward the present regime. They do not do a
day^s work but spend their time complaining of the injustice
heaped upon them. Their objections do not find expression
in action, for they know that the State will not tolerate a
display of hostility. Exile to North Russia and Siberia is
not uncommon for those who cannot reconcile themselves to
socialism.
Dissatisfaction runs highest among the older workers
v/ho passively accept the existing order of things in Russia.
The young workers are more content to overlook the present
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hardships and hope for something better in the future. Out-
side of the young workers it is true that the average Rus-
sian is less influenced by his enthusiasm for the regime
than he is by the pressure of public opinion.
The Russian authorities claim that the antagonism to-
ward the regime is disintegrs-ting. This may indeed be true
and if it is true, it is perhaps because more and more re-
gard is being given to the interests and desires of those
who are responsible for Russia’s progress. "Indeed one may
say that a main general problem of the Soviet Union is to
find out how much individualism must be conceded in order to
make a collectivist system work, just as a main problem in
other countries is to find out how much collective control
must be established to make individualism work," *
2, The Farmer
a. The Evolution of Agriculture
In no phase of Russian life has the revolutionary order
of things been more in evidence than it has been in agricul-
ture, In fact, in a brief period of years, the Russian peas-
ant has v;itnessed an evolution which might v/ell have occupied
a generation or tv;o, A life of suppression under the regime
of the Tsars was succeeded by a new life under the rule of
the Soviets, The Tsar had been driven out, the landovmers
* Chamberlin, Wm, H,, Russia’s Iron Age
Little, Rrown &, Company, Boston, 1934, p, 286
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killed, and the land was given over to the peasants. Then
came the liquidation of the "Iculaks”, or well-to-do farmers,
who v;ere blamed by the Bolshevists for the unrest among the
peasants. The rich lands were divided up. Then came col-
lectivization.
To go back a little, the parceling of the land under
the Soviets gave rise to a serious condition, under which
the irresponsible and poor peasants could not produce e-
nough grain and other materials to meet the needs of a grow-
ing industrial nation. In the face of an acute agrarian sit-
uation, Lenin in 1921 introduced the IIEP or New Economic Pol-
icy. Under this policy the "kulaks'* were granted concessions
which enabled them to become a dominant factor in the agra-
rian picture. State farms and collective farms v/ere slov;ly
making their appearance, but they continued to contribute a
small part of the grain and other products . When it became
apparent that the "kulaks"
,
who were bitterly opposed to so-
cialism, were grov/ing in pov/er and that this power to produce
might eventuall3'- be used as a weapon against the government,
confistication of the "Iculaks" and an intense drive toward
collectivization of agriculture became the order of the day.
Collectivization and the adoption of large-scale meth-
ods of production were deemed to be the only means by which
agriculture could be lifted to a high level of productivity.
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The Party well realized that the failure of the agricultural
machinery could undermine the entire Soviet structure. True
the "kulaks could be forced to give up their hoarded grain,
but then their continued existence was a menace to the Bol-
shevist princinle of socialism. It was not known whether a
collectivization of agriculture v/ould be economically possi-
ble. As everything in Russia, it v/as to be a great experi-
ment
.
How was collectivization accomplished? In exchange for
certain privileges granted them by the State, the peasants
surrendered their land and their labor to the kolkhos. They
were allowed to retain their homes and household effects to-
gether with a small portion of their land together with all
their cov/s, poultry, etc. The kolkhos is the representative
cooperative institution in agriculture, under v/hich the land
is tilled in common and all work animals and animals whose
products are sold on the market, are collectivized, A daily
wage is set and paid as an advance against the peasant's pro
ceeds from the sale of the harvest. Cooperative centers are
maintained v/hich extend money to the kolkhos to meet these
advances in vra.ges. At the end of the crop year the profits,
if any, are computed and profits remaining after advances of
wages are deducted are distributed am.ong the members of the
kolkhos. In exchange for credits, agricultural machinery
and other aids, the kolkhos agree to deliver a certain quan-
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tity of grain and other materials to the governm.ent
Individual farms and state farms still maintain exis-
tence. In fact, since 1930 state farms have been organized
to the extent of nearly five thousand. They serve mainly as
a model of organization and production in the drive for so-
cialization in agriculture. "The 240,000 collective farms,
embracing some three-quarters of the peasant households, now
occupy about 90% of the cultivated area. The members of each
collective farm are committed to its perpetuation in more
than one sense; not only has the younger generation of peas-
ants been won to collective agriculture, but should a peasant
wish to have a farm, he might find it somev/hat difficult to
obtain land or machinery elsewhere, and might be charged with
sabotage. Collectivization, moreover, has not only abolished
the ruinous and antiquated ’’strip” system, but has permitted
large-scale utilization of machinery and application of mod-
ern agrarian methods. Where good management exists, the col-
lectives have succeeded in attaining a higher percentage of
production than either individual or state farms.” *
b. Fact and Figures
In the blind rush for collectivization in agriculture,
a rush v/hich closely paralleled the drive for industrializa-
tion, the peasantry has been forced to sacrifice life and im-
mediate liberty that the State might find a way out of the
Dean, Vera Micheles, Soviet Russia 1917-1935
Foreign Policy Association-New York
World Peace Foundation-Boston, 1935, p. 32
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confusion v/hich has existed in agriculture. In collectiviza-
tion the Soviets believe that they have the ansv^er to this
tremendous and vital problem. Whether or not it will justi-
fy their belief in it cannot be safel^r forecast. It is ap-
parent that collectivization of Russian agriculture has come
to stay. Does this new era hold the ansv;er to the long-cher-
ished hopes and expectations of the peasants?
Those between thirty and fifty provide the bulk of the
labor under collectivization. The young blood have either
given their service to the army or are engaged in the vari-
ous building operations or in industry. In Russia as in
many of the European countries, the women have alv/ays done
their share of the work in the fields. The shortage of male
labor in Russian agriculture is forcing more and more women
to assume the double burden of work in the home and work in
the fields.
Incentive to produce is furnished the peasant by means
of a system of avra.rds commensurate with the individual efforts
of each. The size of individual earnings varies according to
the number of labor days to his or her credit. The number of
labor days earned is determined by the energy and abilty of
the peasant. A labor day constitutes an expended unit of la-
bor of a definite quantity and quality and is not to be con-
fused with a v/orking day. A quantity norm is set up for each
-BslviofoelXoo nl . e'ro'itXjjotTSB nl Jbecfsixo esri rioiffw nolaj/riioo
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category of labor and the labor days are calculated on the ba-
sis of this norm, with the quality of the v/ork performed af-
fecting the calculation one way or the other.
"The members of a collective receive their income in cash
and produce. The cash income, after deducting the charges for
taxes, insurance, and debts, is divided as follows: first, 15
percent in the old collectives (organized before October 1930)
and 10% in the new (organized after that date) is set aside
for the indivisable fund. This fund is utilized for the pur-
pose of buying machines and livestock and for other capital
investments; of the cash income is distributed according to
the share of collectivized property contributed by each member
of the collective. For the maintenance of a bonus fund to re-
ward work of exceptional merit, a cultural fund, and a special
fund for the support of the members of the collective undergo-
ing training, 1 1/S percent, 2 percent, and 1 1/2 percent re-
spectively, of the total cash income, are set aside. The pro-
duce is distributed in the following manner: first, a share of
the State is given priority over all claims, second, a seed
fund is set aside for the fall and spring sovring campaigns, as
v/ell as a reserve or insurance fund amounting to from 10 to 15
percent of the main fund. Third, a special food fund is cre-
ated for the disabled, teachers, agricultural specialists and
other non-manual workers of the collectives." *
* Ladejinsky, W., Agriculture in the Soviet Union
Political Science Quarterly, June, 1934, pp, 215-16
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After fulfilling his obligations to the State, as out-
lined above, the peasant receives the remaining income in
both cash and produce. The produce he may dispose of in the
open market. In 1935 the abolition of the bread cards robbed
the peasant of what advantage he might have enjoyed from this
privilege. The city population may now buy bread and flour
at prices v;hich are equal to, if not lower than the prices
charged by the collectives.
The cash realized from his share of the collective reve-
nues or from the sale of surplus products in the open market
is of little use to the peasant unless he can make purchases
with it. Under the first Five-Year Plan little attention was
given to the need of consumers’ goods among the peasantry.
Under the second Five-Year Plan there has been a rather slow
flow of consumers’ goods to the villages. ’’Today the Soviet
citizen is the greatest spendthrift in the world, and the peas
ant, like the industrial v7orker, does not v^ant to store up mo-
ney for a rainy da^r. He v;ants shoes, clothing, frying pans,
radios, and what not. And to the extent to which the govern-
ment can provide him with these articles will he be interested
in furthering and improving collectivization.” *
The decree which established equality of representation
between the worker and the peasant is an indication of the wil
* Carmen, Thomas, The Spur to Soviet iJ'arming
Current History, Ivlarch, 1934, p, 691
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lingness of the Soviet govermnent to change its policies to-
v/ard agriculture in any way which v/ill enable them to attain
the goal of socialized agriculture. But, they knov/ that even
should complete socialization of agriculture be reached, its
full benefits cannot be realized unless the bridge between
the worker and the peasant is cemented. Education and an a-
wakening of political interest among the peasants may be the
means by which this may be accomplished.
”The great enterprise v/ith its constant association of
large numbers of people in intim_ate and productive activity,
combined V7ith an advancing technology, v;hether self-instigated
or imposed from above, may change the character and habits of
the peasant, as it has changed the character and habits of the
artisan. Eventually, perhaps, in this form of association, as
well as in the use of the new techniques, v/ill come the ^Sym-
chka’ or link between worker and peasant, between city and
village, which Lenin recognized, many years ago, as essential
to the ending of the struggle between economic classes." *
c • The State and the Earmer
Cultural facilities are not as well and as quiclcly devel-
oped, neither are they as v/idely available in the collectives
as they are among the workers in the cities. In the first
place, cultural facilities are, comparatively speaking, a new
* Kingsbury, Susan M.
,
& Fairchild, Mildred,
Factory, i?'amily and Women in the Soviet Union
G. P. Putnam & Sons, New York, 1935, p, 140
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thing to the peasants. In the second place, the peasants are
not yet ready to raake the most of these facilities. Their
present interest lies in the greater supply of consumers’
goods at reasonable prices. r«!!uch hard v/ork must he done be-
fore the peasant may realize this ambition, and until that
time is at hand, the peasant has little hope of leisure. Cul-
tural facilities continue to be developed, hov/ever, and v;e
find that nurseries, clubhouses, etc., are finding their way
in increasing numbers into the life of the peasants. Today
the State is anxious that the peasant receive social benefits
comparable to those received by the worker, and much money and
effort is being expended to make this possible.
Because the peasant’s interest lies in a better material
standard of living and because they realize this can only be
attained by means of more and better work, it is apparent that
what they want is an adequate supply of agricultural machin-
ery and training in its efficient operation. The State has
been quick to satisfy this want, and mechanization of agricul-
ture has proceeded at a fast pace since 1928,
Machine and tractor stations have become the basis of me-
chanization in Soviet socialized agriculture. ’’During the
period of the plan (First Five-Year) rural economy v;as provi-
ded with 120,000 new tractors of an aggregate of 1,900,000 HP
and a total of new agricultural machinery valued at 1,600
9*X d ^©Of-^(T /)£I0090 Offd’ flX • 8*^XI£C nO>^ Ow
'iteif'i' .aoliHIioBt oboji:* ^o edi sMear o^ '^bsej &on
^ errecuseitoo lo levtBOTa edS al eaJtX d’©9T^o?xii d'naserq
-Off opob 9(S ierni d'zofi Mcr< 'os.'ii .eeoliq oJcf ''noe^oi dt<
Ll^rw Bxffi .noX^lr^nic eid^ esflBor YSira ^nfse-eq edJ 9*iol
-XjjO .OTi/slel lo oqqd :?I.tj-xI asil d^nB8fio<i ©ift ,5fLerl et orrXd’
ovr bits, ,rcevewod ,^9qoXsv9fe erf orf airnirfnoo bbI^sUdbI lBzrr&
\sv/ rledi errs ^.o&e , seaJUorfrfuXo , se f-ies'ixrn rfBXlrf 6ni"t
•\jof>oT .s^ftesBefT erfrf to etll erf^ oitiiX merfinfrn ^trJ-.BBBuoal at
arfiTiie/terf Xetooe evleoei rffiBejaecj" erfrf rfBrfrf ai/oxzne si OcBrf£ eifrf
fine yenont rfoirnr ^le^f-row erfrf yrf fievleoei esorCa orf otdBrrBr^croo
.: riflaaog slrirf e?r^ orf Sel'necnce nrtlorf si ;}T[ot1-e
iBt're&m lerfrferf b at selX rfeo^ed-Jil s'd-fleeseq erfrf osirBoad
srf yXifO rr£o sIeI^ ©silooi yerfrf esrBcej^_;)rrB ^iilvlX to J5>'rnf)fTe;l8
^fleiBoqe cl if. ^-Ic:o\7 'isrfrfocf l>ffB ectcnr to cnBOf! yrf fienlfirfils
-rrlriOBPT XeTixrfXifoi'r'^B to yX^rqim erfetroof^B ne el rfrrBV/ yerfd" rfariw
BBd erfBrfS orfO? .aortsreqo ^nololtte arfl al ^nlfflfccrf Ijrr'B vtq
-Ir/olTs^B to x£olrff55lnB£io3/i: biiB ,rfnx%v eirfrf yteirfsa orf 2foi//p neerf
,03GX eocls eoBq teat fl rfJ9 5©l>e©ooiq sflrf ©lurf
-em to slcorf erf.t emooed ©vBd enolrfBrfc Torfo/n^"i>nB eatdcd^
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million rubles. Machine and tractor stations to the number
of 2,446 were set up to serve the big farms.” * ”Indeed by
the first of January, 1934, the number of tractors had reached
204,100 and the horsepower from them totaled 3,100,000.” **
Under the leadership of the Party the peasants are be-
ing educated in the operation of the machines and in the man-
agement of the farms. As I mentioned previously, the btate
farms serve as models of efficient operation and production.
The peasant is quite enthusiastic about this new machine age
and should prove to be an apt pupil. The success of collecti-
vization depends greatly upon the ability of the peasantry to
adapt themselves to the fast-growing mechanization. Agricul-
ture, like industry, has suffered from the sacrificing of qual-
ity of production to quantity. Management has created the prob
lem of white collar jobs preferred by ma.ny to \7ork in the field
Although much nrogress has been made along the lines of mechan-
ization and farm management, these two problems indicate that
only careful planning and thorough training will make the peas-
ant an efficient and a satisfied proletariat.
The State will continue to enlarge social' benefits; the
State will continue to build more machinery and tractor sta-
tions; the State will continue to enlarge education on those
machine operations vital to large-scale agricultural produc-
* World Almanac And Book of Facts
Nevr York world Telegram, iMew York, 1935, p, 710
Kingsbury, Susan M., & Fairchild, Mildred
Factory, Family and Women in the Soviet Union
G. P, Putnam & Sons, New iork, 1935, p. 137
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tion; the State will continue to enlarge education on effic-
ient farm management, but what about increasing the supply of
consumers^ goods? Further capital investment is necessary and
until this situation can be eased, the peasants must v/ait for
more food, more shoes, and more vodka. Immediate profits nec-
essarily must be sacrificed to the building of a collectiviza-
tion in agriculture which will parallel Kussian industrializa-
tion.
Certain things have happened in Hussia during the latter
part of 1935 which appear to be a partial ansv^er to the ques-
tion of consumers’ goods. In the first place, the harvest of
1935 will provide a per capita food supply above the pre-war
level. Second, the collective stores, backed by government
money and favored v/ith a large Increase of household goods
from the cities, are now in a position to supply the peasants
with the things they want. The higher official prices for
grain and the freedom to sell the increased supply of goods
in the open market will allov; the peasants to partake even of
luxuries and comforts they perhaps never dreamed of. By the
end of another year, we may well expect a great advance in
the village cultural level as the State looks beyond the sat-
isfaction of the mere basic needs.
d. Living Conditions
The living conditions of the peasants have always been
t-oI"xl9 :ro nc e^'i^Xae aircicfnco '‘/ivr eifd- jnoli
to rj[q(T.*/3 9i{ct ^-Tlsfisiaxil ^jto’ r.TeT! ^nol
::r vTaaa.'xOerr si ixienj-aow ? Ir.tiq^o V*3£^oor, ’g-iscn/ahoo
•iQ^ iti.r-.-f .t8i«n 8J-ii63jC49o Oft’
,
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shoclcingly poor. The country, vrith its population between
four and five times that of the city, must call upon econo-
mic resources four to five times as large in order to reach
a comparable standard of living. fcJince the stimulus to bet-
ter living conditions in the country must necessarily come
from the cities, the villages must wait for a marked improve-
ment of conditions in the cities. Improvement in the cities
is proceeding now at a fair pace, tiow that the boviet govern-
ment is intent upon equalizing conditions betv/een the indus-
trial and agricultural sections, the drain upon economic re-
sources must not be allowed to proceed at a harmful rate. Too
quick an improvement in the living conditions both in the city
and in the country might vrell spell ruin for the boviet system
of planned economy.
The peasant has made sacrifices of food, of clothing, of
a decent home, and of luxuries in his effort to be an efficient
producer. These limitations upon his standard of living have
been borne patiently. More food, more clothing, and more luxu-
ries will come in the near future. The problem^. of homes, hov/-
ever, remains a difficult one. Until very recently new con-
struction has been confined to the cities. Even the repair of
homes has received little attention in the villages. During
the period of the harvests many peasants have been content to
live in miserable conditions in hurriedly thro-'m together bar-
racks. Their comfort means nothing. All that has been impor-
noow^fscf rtoi^Blugpq; ed’i rid’irv ^-^^d’mjoo ©rfT .-rooq r.r«rrl3foorfQ
-O'Tocp no<Ti/ lino ;ta,unr tyJio erfit lo ^Jartcf a&jrld’ svit Injs •xirol
jrfopp'T od’ ToJ&'To al ssTBl SB ov.tt o.t ?:uro'^ sootBosei otm
.
-^0<f ocf eulsmiSB orfd- ooniy .^/tlvxX lo firrBj&ftfld’a oIcfsTBcrmpo b
onoo Y-f ^e>'xtn ''C'l^niroo orfcT rri efiolc^l&nco srrivll t:©*
-ovo'iqml £>©3(tbcx b rro*?: ^Ibw ctsirxir so?^bIIIv ©ilcf ^esicJ'Io ©fW mo'z'i
sold'io ed& nl d-itBr.avo'rqml .aol^lo ©rfl rri anoi^i-iJ&noo to *iT©xrr
-rr'ioYog cfolvoa ctarfif woW ,©os<[ list b d’B \von ^atbo&oo'xq s.t
-soSai nsov.'^od anoljfxBnoo ?inIsllBi.rps noqi; d'lied-frl al d'noxn
-9T otxnonoo© noqis rixjSTf) axt^ ^acold'oes XjGrxr/d’InoiT^JjB bus LbI't&
ooT .od-Bo: XxrtfrrcBrf b cfB fiesooTg od" f^owoIXa ecT gorr .tsxxri* asoTi/os
©jrfd n.c rfd-od arjoXtX&fTOo j^/i£vXI ©ftd ab ^brtem&yos-.qtrj aB jicit/n








to ,?^/i6ddoIo to ,6oot to BOoltx'iOBa oXsni BBrf tnessscr ©rfi'
driaioitt© no ©d oX t'xotto aid ni setnacul to bns ^©oiod tneooS s
©vBri ^iviX to ft'ifi.bnflds aid froqsj anob&B&imbl .noonfiong
-{.oo/I ©1007 6n» ,^rri:rfioXo ©norr! ,6oot ©noM .Yidneiier onnocf n©scf
-worf fta&nod to„noJ[dorq esiT .©'rntixt *TBOft odt ni ©xribo Xlivr boxt
-no© won •^Xtnsoerr ’';t©v XctnU .©no tliroittifi .« srtlsivB'i ,t0v©
to *riBrr8T edd nevS .aaidio orfi oi bonitnoo n©©cf sBri nolionncta
.assoIiiiT ©rfg no-idnod‘t/8 ©XttiX Jbovi©O 0*i eflxf aenod
ot d'nsinon n-^scf ©vBrf atnBSBQg ynBnt sdssviod ©dd' to boinsg ©dc)'
-'reef Toritooot morjis y;I.babT£ml ni snoiiibnoo ©Idjonesim ni ©viX
-goqm.t nosef asd ifadt XXA ,:an.trfion anoeci i'Totrtoo 'riofTi’ .sdosn
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tant concerned itself with the completion of the harvest on
time
.
Living conditions in a Soviet village today would per-
haps he entirely distasteful to the people of some of the
other nations. But after all, a standard of living of any
peoples is to he judged hy v;hether or not they are getting
what they v/ant rather than what other people think they must
have or should have. l‘o the Russian peasant, the slight im-
provem.ent in living conditions during the past few years has
been a source of much happiness. First, they prayed for food.
Their prayer has been ansv/ered. i\iov; they are praying for bet-
ter clothing and some of the luxuries of life. These prayers
too will be answered. Home and home life will follov;. Per-
haps by that time the strain of capital expenditures and ac-
cumulation will have been lessened, and perhaps transportation
will have been developed materially. Accomplishment of these
tv/o factors will mean much to the establishment of proner and
ample hone facilities for the peasants of Russia.
e. Mentality of the Peasant Class
”I expected to find a source of the peasants' oppression
in a protest of the individual will against the collective
will. But when I had shared in the v/ork of the fields for a
time, I found that the peasant has nothing very much to say
against collective work as such. Above all, the help of the
no sdS \o noxd-sXqwoo arfo rictlvr lleacrX t^riecaco
. snlcf




3:0 oinos *3:o sXqosq 9rf^^ o:f IsAo&anS^lb ecrerf
Yflfl iO i^lvXX 'ro b ,IXb d-i€ .enofiaa •rorf^o
,
3n/;t^©3 9TS <tofr *10 'rerl^arfv/’ 'vtf Jbogbi/t aeXffosq
J’Bifrr Ysrfd- TfirXrfcJ’ ©Iqoaq larfio d’Brfw nBA& 'lerfctBi Sne»f cJ^ariw
-GiX (trfr^ila arf.t ,c^rt^aaeq nBiaauH oricf oT . ©veri Xljorfe 10 3Vbj1
serf aiBOY wet ^taerr Oiio erroxd’XImoo ^xiiviX nl J’neLiav’o^q
.Xoot lOt 6oY®'rq t^B'tx'f .asoniqqa:! to eo*i^;o8 a need
-*o<5 io"r ^ntx&Tq_ exB Y®d-t woK .feeTSWcrta neocf 3 Fr: -i9Y"T:q t/ejlT
3T©Y^'-^ 0 neif‘i‘ .olXX to BeX-iuxi/I ari? to 9uior> Sab aoxrfdolo -red
-T0I .vrollot XXirw etiX ©crorf baa ©noH’ .boiswerrs ©d XXxw ood
-03 bxra eeTi/dibffocpcs ladigao to jilattcf-a 9d& eials Sert^ xd eqed
noidadioqana^d sq^vlirO'^ jdub ,Jb9ii9^a8l rreod ©vM XXxw noldPlunn^o
©sorid to dcoMfaXIqnioooA . yXI q1*i©v3ic f>©qoI©v©& nsad ©varl XXiv/
bfiB TcoqOTg to dcomtieXXdBda© ©riJ* od doixt? n.eecr. IXxw aTodor': owd
.aloBijH to at«j33B©ff ©d? lot aOidiXloBt ©niori ©Itisb
’ caalO dft33se<I ©rid to Y^^Xednoia .e
noXaasTqqo 'adnaaseq edd to oot;jos a bnxt od bedooqx© I”
©vitooTIoo ©dd denxBwa Xlivr latfbivlbni ©(ft tc daetoiq a nX
B lot sbleXt ©rid to jliovy ©rid .rxi fie^ri^a f>joq I n&rfv &jM .Xf.Xw
YB3 od riot/n xisv ?inlridoF sari dxrB?o’©cr ©rid dar’d bm/ot I ^omXd
©rid to aXori ©rid ,IIi3 ©vocfi. .^oi/a en ^tow evtdoeXIoo danie^s
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idolized tractor means so much to him that he makes the test
of some other matters in return. He gets more enjoyment out
of doing his work in groups and to the tune of jolly songs
than in solitude in some far-off field.” *
In 1935 reports from various sources indicate that col-
lectivization of agriculture has won a com.plete victory. This
victory not only includes the greatest crops in agricultural
history, hut also the disappearance of practically all resis-
tance to the collectivization program. iUven the older peas-
ants, v/ho long distrusted the nev; S3'stem, have joined the ever
grov/ing ranks. Apparently?- the peasants are firmly convinced
that salvation has been attained and their continiied allegi-
ance to collectivization vrill bring them complete happiness.
Continued allegiance to collectivization depends upon the
ability of the government to make good their promises to give
the -oeasants the things they need and want. The peasant has
been transplanted to a new scene not without pain, u-reivances
there have been, but apparently they have been hidden under
the enthusiasm for collectivization. But they have not been
entirely forgotten and should they again break forth, the rev-
olutionary order v/ould again grip Russia with disastrous re-
sults. The Government has apr»arently won a victory in the
agricultural situation and when parity between worker and the
* Meknert, Klaus, Youth in Russia
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3Bri dnaeaeq ©rfT . dnsvf J!>no basn verid a-anirid arid adnnaBsq ©rid
aaonx-ryXaniJ .nX«q duoridiw don anaos won b od badnBXqansnd na©ri
nabnjj nabbiri naacf ovjsrf Y©rid vldns'xsqqB dnri ^naori evBrf anodd
ctBBd don ©VBri ^jarid dxrtd .noidBsXvldoaXXoo toT rrBsXstrridn© arid
-van atid ,rfdnot :^Bancr hxb^^b ^srid bXr/orie bna naddo^no't -^XanXdna
-an snondsBsXb ridXw BXseml qxn?? nlB^^B X>Xi/ow nabno TiBaol&irlo
arid ni y
-
odoiv b now YXdnonB^qB aari dnannnevo'D ori'X’ , edXnB










peasant is accomplished, and a favorable standard of living is
established universally, Russia will have proceeded well along





C, THE FIVE-YEAR PLANS OF CONSTRUCTION
1, The First Five-Year Plan
a , The Controlling Ideas Behind the ^Jew Order
The resolution of the Fifth Congress of Soviets in Mos-
cow in May 28, 1929 read as follows:
”The Five Year Plan proposed by the government, being a
developed program, of socialist reconstruction of economic
life, corresponds with the general course of the csoviet pow-
er towa.rd the industrialization of the Soviet Union, tomrd
the Socialist reconstruction of the village, toward the over-
coming of capitalist elements and consequent strengthening of
socialist elements in the economic order of the country, and
toward the raising of the defensive capacity of the soviet
Union. The uongress especially approves the broad program of
outlining the bacloA/ardness of agriculture indicated by the
Five Year Plan. Only this can assure the many millions of
poor and middle-class peasants access to the road of economic
upswing and socialist reconstruction of the individual peas-
ant farm.” *
Behind this ambitious program of reconstruction were cer-
tain ideas which had become existent in the new Russian soci-
ety. In the first place, religion v;as rejected and in its
place was substituted materialism.
* Resolution of the Fifth uongress of Soviets
Bulletin #22 of the Decisions of the uongress
Moscow, May 28, 1929, pp. 9-14
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*
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"The materialistic outlook on life is reflected in the
very names of their children. The Pilgrims called their
girls Faith, Hope, Charit3r, Patience, Comfort, Prudence, etc.,
but the Bolshevists give their children mechanical names.
The dynamo has become the iron calf, which the ’generation of
the wilderness’ in Russia is now worshipping.” *
The second idea and a most important one was collecti-
vism. Collectivism brought with it an end to the institution
of private property; an end to the acquirement of v;ealth by
the exploitation of man; an end to a foolhardy system in which
senseless competition in the consujnption of goods vjas apparent.
All resources and means of production, including properties,
were to be held collectively and their business vies to be con-
tinued in the interests of all in the place of the few.
The third great idea concerned itself with an equality of
nationalities and an equality of sexes. "A Declaration of the
Rights of the Peoples of Russia, signed by Lenin as champion
of the Council of People’s Commissars and by Stalin as Commis-
sar for Nationalities, and published November 15 (new style),
1917, eight days after the seizure of power in Petrograd, lays
down the follov;ing four basic principles of Soviet policy in
regard to the Nationalities of Russia:-” **
1, The equality and sovereignty of the peoples of Russia.
* Friedman, Flisha M., Russia in Transition
The Viking Press, New York, 1932, p. 4.35
** Chamberlin, Wm. H., Soviet Russia, A Living Record And
A History, Little, Brown & Company, Boston, 1930, p. 213
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2, 'ilie right of the peoples of Russia to free self-de-
termination including separation and the organization
of an independent state.
3, Abolition of all national and national-religious pri-
vileges and limitations
.
4, Jjfee development of national minorities and ethnogra-
phic groups inhabitat ing the territory of Russia.
The nev7 relation between man and woman finds an equality
of political and civil rights. Education holds no barriers to
women. They may be found in any profession in which man has
taken a place. In industry equal pay for equal work applies
as fully to the labor of v/omen as to that of men. The V7omen
of Russia today enjoy the same status of citizenship as do the
men, and before the law and in the courts women suffer no dis-
advantage as compared to men.
The fourth idea T/va.s of a military nature. A resolution
of the Fifth Congress of the Soviets held at Moscow, iny 28,
1929 says:- "In regard to the strengthening of the defensive
capacity of the Soviet Union, the Congress commissions the
government, in executing the Five Year Plan, to take concrete
measures guaranteeing the development of those branches of
economic life which are inseparably connected with the defen-
sive canacity of the country.” *
* Friedman, Elisha M., Russia in Transition
The Viking Press, lievr York, 1932, p, 64
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The last idea concerns the building of a highly industri-
alized system which would change Russia from a backward agri-
cultural country to a leading industrial nation. Into five
years was to be crowded a program which had taken Jingland and
America some hundred and fifty years to accomplish, Russia
was not without some industrial background, however, for man-
ufacturing has been carried on in Russia for many generations.
To meet the needs of the forthcoming industrial nation, mech-
anization and modern methods v;ere to be introduced to agricul-
ture, Indeed, the development of agriculture was to be the
foundation of the nev: society under the Five-Year Plan.
b. The Machinery of this New Industrialism
”The Fifteenth Congress of the All-Union Communist Party
gave exhaustive political and economic directions for the con-
struction of a Five-Year Plan of national economic life, pro-
ceeding from the general course tov/ard the industrialization
of the Soviet Union, toward the socialist reorganization of
the village, tov/ard the overcoming of the capitalist, and the
consequent strengthening of socialist elements in the econo-
mic system of the country It has been the duty of the State
Planning Commission of the Soviet Union and of the whole sys-
tem. of planning organizations to translate these general poli-
tical and economic propositions and instructions into a lan-
guage of concrete economic and technical-economic calculations,
and to work them over into a plan of economic construction for
B 'to oA& on^ieoaoo Bobl c^bbI ©dT
-iT;3B ^'iBW^OBd B lEoi^ aipevK 9*?nBxio Jblyow rfoirfv; meifaTa
•
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bao 6rtsX‘aii2. ne?(B^ i>ad doiii\r rxBrt^o^q B bBlrroto ©d od asw sissy
R}.BBidi .ualXgcrooo© ocT a:tB©Y Ydlil bnB be'tbnird ©mos boXtspiA
-nsn lot ,T©v©wor£ ,Xiiixro't':i2io3cf Xsi'td'ajjBni ©inoB dt/oxtdXw don asw
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-Xi/ox'ia© od fiooufjoidni ad od ©lav; af)oridom mQJbojn Bns aoidarins
add ©d od ssw a'xx^tX^^oXT3B to dn©(tt3[oXava& sdt , ftooJbrrI .e*rrrd
.ibX^X TSoY-evi*? odd lebiu; woe odd to eoXds6creot
L d.. f . (rrBiXBlTdsjxXjnl writ eXtfd to xmsulBo^y. oxlT .c
Yd*iB<l dp.lnuriinoO nolnU-XXA Brfd to aaan'^rroO rfdnaadlJ:'? sr'T”
-noo ©rfd 7,ot e.aoXdr,9TlX> oimonoo© hnB XsoldiXocr ©vXdsesrfxs ©tbs
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the ensuing five year period." *
It was in 1921 that the State Planning Commission took
over the work of formulating the general plan. The increas-
ing abundance and importance of the work made it impossible
for the Bolshevist government to continue the responsibili-
ties of this work. It is this body which charts the proposed
growth of industry, agriculture, transportation, transporta-
tion facilities, communications, construction, and pov/er over
the five-year periods. "The system of planning for five year
periods is based on two considerations; first, that on the
average Russia may expect one bad harvest in every five year
period; second, that in five years a cycle of major nev/ enter-
prises can be constructed and put into operation. As experi-
ence has shovm, a five year plan is almost inevitably subject
to substantial modifications as a result of unforseen circum-
stances." **
The State Planning uommission has other duties. It con-
ducts a continued study of the problem of consumption and dis-
tribution in an attempt to better adjust supnly and demand. A
virtual army of statisticians keep the accounts and study bus-
iness changes at home and abroad. A separate department has
been set up to organize the work of the Commission itself, a
relentless program of scientific research is carried on that
* The Five Year Plan of National Economic Construction of the
Boviet Union, Volume I, pp. 9-13
Duranty, Walter, Red Economics
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defects in the system may be detected and that the technical
level of the industrial structure may be rapidly advanced.
Educational work is indeed an important task of the Comiiiission.
The Soviets realized that it was only through the medium of
public education that the great plans might naturally be m.ade
knovm to society. Consequently, the educational leaders v/ere
made to share heavily in the responsibilities of the work of
construction. This intimate relationship between education
and the system of planning has been a vital boon to the work
of socialist construction.
From the controlling organizations of the collective and
state farms
;
from the State Trusts covering the industrial
plants; from the various Commissariats of Trade and Commerce,
Labor, Heavy Industry, Light Industry, Timber, Education, etc.,
come the materials upon which the State Planning Commission
builds its control figures and upon which it bases its various
recommendations. The figures and recommendations become manda-
tory only after they are approved by the Council of Labor and
Defense acting for the Soviet Government.
"If one looks into these 'pytiletkas* or five year plans
of national economic development, one can find a forecast, for
1932, of the population, of the amount of coal that will be
mined, of the number of houses that will be built, of the quan-
tity of grain that v/ill be contracted for purchase by the State,
etc." *
* Chamberlin, Vto. H., Soviet Russia, A Living Record And
A History, Little, Hro\vn & Company, Boston, 1930, p, 135
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Certainly such a forecast calls for an ambitious super-
vision of the system of planning under the operation of an
efficient machinery of organization and administration. Even
with both of these primary essentials, it seems probable that
planning for a period of five years must give rise to many
problems
,
which condition makes the task of national planning
a most difficult one.
c. The First Five-Year Plan
Lenin’s New Economic Policy of 1921 saw private own.ership,
private trade, and private profit become the order of the day.
This did not seem in keeping with Bolshevist principles, but
it must be rem.embered that it did not mean that the Btate had
surrendered its supreme position. True it had taken a back\’;ard
step, but it had a very definite reason for this move. The
wheels of industry must be set in motion, and it was only by
allov/ing private initiative temporary freedom that this could
be quickly accomplished. The State v;as biding its time until
it Vv'ould become strong enough to take over the rejuvenated
economic order.
"In the winter of 1922-25, Moscow presented a bacchana-
lian scene. The capital of the world’s first proletarian re-
public blazed with gambling hells, cabarets, bright lights,
and the jewels of profiteers. The NEP men trafficked in every-
thing, from goods of all kinds, vdiich might be considered in
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America legitimate business, to carloads of food and manufac-
tured articles that in many cases were the property of—that
is, stolen from—the Government. Graft was rampant in every
branch of the State organization,” *
The NEP Vi/as a mad move and one which might well have
brought disaster to a struggling Russian economic order. As
it worked out, however, it v/as a definite move to?ra.rd the de-
velopment of the Soviet State, From this period of madness
came forth the stimulus which sent the v/heels swiftly turning
and surely in the right direction. The death knell of private
initiative was sounded late in December, 1923, and from that
time on, private enterprise was rigidly and sometimes ruthless
ly suppressed. The NEP had accomplished its purpose. It had
laid the foundation for the intensive industrialization which
was to follow.
The first Five-Year Plan v/as officially begun in October,
1928, and was to continue until October of 1933, It came to
an end in December, 1932, some nine months short of its allot-
ted time. It v/as because certain parts of the Plan showed
greater progress than that originally planned, that the Sovi-
ets decided to shorten the life of the first Five-i:ear Plan
to four years. Progress on some fronts was offset by the fail
ure of the Plan to live up to its control figures on other
fronts. The first Five-i^ear Plan produced some good and some
* Duranty, Walter, and others. Red Economics
Houghton Mifflin & Company, Boston & New York, 1932, p, XII
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bad and it is extremely difficult to weigh one against the
other in an attempt to reach an exact measure of its success,
images of statistics could be quoted which would certainly in-
dicate that definite progress was made along many lines. But
statistics do not tell the complete story of the results of
the First Five-Year Plan. It is rather a question of what
contributions the first Five-Year Plan made to the building
of the nev; order.
"During the period of the First Five Year Plan there Yias
built up in the U. S. S. R. a large scale, technically advanced
industry, especially outstanding successes being attained in
the creation of an up-to-date heavy industry, the material ba-
sis of socialism, the foundation for the reconstruction of the
entire national economy and a prerequisite for the more rapid
development of the light and food industries and agriculture
.
Victories in the development of industry made possible tremen-
dous successes with respect to the transformation of agricul-
ture on the basis of machine technique. The U. S, S, R. has
become a country of the largest-scale agriculture in the world.'' *
To the successes achieved in industry and agriculture un-
der the first Five-Year Plan must be added the success which
vra.s so marked in education. The State has given freely of its
funds to education to the end that illiteracy might be abol-
ished and that all might have the advantage of school and uni-
* Economic Review of the Soviet Union
Volume IX, No. 2, February, 1934, p. 31
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versity education. The Soviets point v/ith pride to the fact
that the completion of the first Five-Year Plan saw the aboli-
tion of illiteracy among tens of millions of peasants and work-
ers, and the establishment of universal compulsory education.
The first Five-Year Plan provided for further strength to
the Russian military equipment. But perhaps of more importance
than the money expended in the building of better weapons of de-
fense was the sudden awakening of the Russian people. The mag-
nitude and speed of the first Five-Year Plan brought to them
full realization of Russia’s pov^er under united and concerted
action. Russia is no longer the beaten nation of the World War
but a nation whose new loyalties of v/orker and peasant have giv-
en to it a place of respect among the powers of the world. This
new morality is stronger than any instrument of war.
Like any ambitious scheme of planning the first Five-Year
Plan had its shortcomings. The improvement promised in the
standard of living of every individual citizen in the Soviet
Union did not come. The development of the consumers’ goods
industries lagged acutely. Transportation and distribution
facilities failed to meet the pace of industrialization. Hous-
ing facilities could not be developed fast enough to meet the
needs of the rapidly increasing urban population. The swift
pace of industrialization and mechanization of agriculture
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inconsistent quality of production. In addition, it ms be-
coming more difficult to train men and women quickly enough
to keep the wheels of this new machinery moving. Supplies did
not move regularly to the factories, and management of factory
and farm was in man^?’ cases incompetent. Lack of organization
in industry and agriculture, lack of supplies, and lack of an
adequate supply of skilled labor caused a mste of thousands of
man hours of labor during the period of the first Five-Year Plan.
"Notwithstanding all defects and shortcomings in execution,
Soviet planned economy has proved its vitality and workability
and has given the Soviet Union a powerful push tom.rd the goals
which its communist rulers have set; Industrialization along
modern lines and collectivization of agriculture. It has cer-
tainly helped to save the country from the unemployment, the
industrial and commercial stagnation, the waste of non-produc-
ing equipment, and many other evils v/hich have been conspicu-
ous features in 1929 and 1931, It has done this while imposing
a low standard of living on the emplo^^^ed population, and it has
regulated the econom_ic life of the individual to a degree v/hich
would perhaps not be readily accepted in most other countries." *
2, The Second Five-Year Plan
a. The New Aims Behind the Second Plan
The first Five-Year Plan succeeded in establishing a foun-
* Duranty, Walter, and others. Red Economics
Houghton Mifflin & Company, Boston & New York, 1932, pp, 20-1
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dation of a modem industrial state. Completion of this huge
task enabled the Soviets to direct their attention to the work
of overcoming the defects of the first Five-Year Plan. The
standard of living must be raised; the qualit3^ of output must
be raised; the costs of production must be lowered; more atten-
tion must be given to the supplies of consumers’ goods; trans-
portation must be made highly efficient; housing facilities
must be improved and increased; and over-ambitious planning
must give way to a more efficient management and operation of
the existing machinery'-. Other defects, no doubt, were existent
and others would appear as time uassed, but the foregoing con-
stituted the most important of the defects to vrhJLch the second
Five-Year Plan pledged its earnest attention.
"The Second Five Year Plan for the development of the na-
tional economy guarantees:" *
a) The liquidation of capitalist elements and all classes
in general, the final liquidation—on the basis of the
completion of the collectivization of the peasant
households and the inclusion in cooperatives of all
handicraft workers—of private property in the means of
production; establishment of the socialist method of
production as the only method of production, accompa-
nied by a transformation of the entire working popu-
lation of the country into active, conscious builders
* Economic Review of the Soviet Union
Volume XX, No. 2, Februar^^, 1934, p, 40
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of a socialist society.
b) Completion of the technical reconstruction of the
entire national economy of the U. S. S. R, on the ba-
sis of the development of heaver industry (that branch
of industry manufacturing producer's goods) created
during the period of the First Five Year Plan ane un-
dergoing rapid development.
c) More rapid advance in the well-being of the workers
and peasants, accompanied by a marked improvement in
housing and municipal economy.
d) Strengthening of the economic and political position
of the proletarian dictatorship on the basis of the
union of the working class and the peasantry for the
final liquidation of capitalist elements and of all
classes in genera.l.
e) Further strengthening of the defenses of the country.
The second Five-fear Plan was to witness a decrease in the
sums expended for capital goods. The strenuous financing of
capital goods under the first Five-Year Plan had so absorbed
the productive energies of the nation that little was left for
the production of consumption goods, and hence, the Russian
people remained in a state of abject poverty, with the frame-
work of a highly mechanized industry and a collectivist system,
of agriculture near completion, a shift could now be made which
would bring to the people a m.arked im.provement in living condi-
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ing conditions. To augment this effort in behalf of the mate-
rial v/ell-being of the people, the intense drive in education
\vas to continue that the completion of the second Five-Year
Plan might see a substantial rise in the cultural level of
the workers and the peasants.
"The program from the da:/ of Lenin to the present time
has moved ranidly forward on the principles of socialization
of institutions to meet the material and cultural needs of the
family and of the individual. The second Five-Year Plan con-
tinues this program by providing for a great increase of soci-
alized services as v/ell as for an advance in agricultural and
industrial production." *
Summing up the aims behind the second Five-Year Plan, it
appears that the primary aim was the satisfaction of consumer
needs. The drives in industry and agriculture were to be con-
tinued, The shortcomings of the first Five-Year Plan v/ere to
be remedied. However, both of these were to be subordinate to
the creation of a decent standard of living. We might ask the
question, why did not the creation of a decent standard of
living come before the industrialization and collectivization
of the advanced stage reached at the tine of the completion of
the first Five-Year Plan?
"Writers sympathetic to the Soviets state that if this
* Kingsbury, Susan M., & Fairchild, Mildred
Factory, Family and Women in the Soviet Union
G-. P. Putnam & Sons, New Y'ork, 1935, p. 236
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policy had been adopted in 1928 the giant plants devoted to
steel, coal, automobiles, tractors, and machinery, v/ould not
have been built nor would agriculture have been socialized
successfully, iiirtherraore
,
the development of consumers’
goods industries requires as a foundation the creation of
producers’ goods industries. Besides, in 1928 there was a
long enough interval before the World crisis became serious
during which such heavy construction was possible. In 1932 a
Five Year Plan for heavy industries would have been impossi-
ble.” *
b. The Second Five-Year Plan in Review
Nov; that we have observed what the second Five-Year Plan
held forth as its ob,1ectives, let us turn to a brief consider-
ation of what has taken place during the first half of its ex-
istence, Again I state that pages of statistics could be
quoted which would certainly indicate that definite progress
has been made along many lines. The second Five-Year Plan
pledged itself to the creation of a decent standard of living
as its principal objective. Whether or not it has been a suc-
cess must be measured principally by how v/ell it has fulfilled
this promise to the worker and the peasant.
The cultural development of the v;orker and the peasant
has been the focus of much attention during the first years of
the second Five-Year Plan, and it is reasonable to suppose that
* Friedman, Elisha M.
,
Russia In Transition
The Viking Press, New York, 1932, p, 121
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this condition will continue. Expenditures for education have
been on the increase, especially since the year 1931. Illi-
teracy is being slowly but surely stamped out. We find in Rus-
sia today a seven-year compulsory educational period for chil-
dren, in place of the old three-year period. Pre-school insti-
tutions, primary schools and secondary schools are adding to
their numbers daily. There is a distinct trend tov/ard the es-
tablishment of more colleges, technical institutions, and ap-
prentice schools in the factories and on the collective farms.
Books and newspapers are being more v/idely distributed.
The radio is becoming of greater importance. Public landmarks
have disappeared, and in their place public libraries, club in-
stitutions, and picture houses are being erected in increasing
numbers. All of these facilities are as yet inadequate to meet
the needs of the population, but their development is being hur-
ried, "One can judge of the general scale of work in health
service by the fact that the sum of money assigned by the Gov-
ernment for health service increased from 961 million rubles
in 1930 to 3.S billion rubles in ^1934. A total of 9,2 billion
rubles was spent by the government for the development of the
health service between 1931 and 1934.” * Housing facilities,
v/hile still totally inadequate, have been greatly improved and
added to during the first years of the second Five-Year Plan.
"Soviet industry/- in 1934, the second year of the second
* Economic Reviev; of the Soviet Union
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Pive-Year Plan showed an increase in output over the previous
year of 19.1%. The increase in heavy industry was 26.7%, in
light industr3^ 5.4%.” * From these figures it is apparent
that heavy industry still occupied the place of importance in
Soviet planning. In fact, it has been admitted that progress
in light industry has not measured up to the level set for it
in the second Five-Year Plan. The vjages of the worker have
been increased, the income of the farmer has risen, but as yet
they both have been unable to increase their consumption to
any great extent. It is generally conceded that the battle for
economic planning has been won and that military needs have
been met. The government now seems ready to turn to the task
of sunplying the worker and the peasant v/ith the necessities
and the luxuries of life. Life is slovfly growing easier in the
Soviet Union.
"To the mass of Russian people higher living standards
are expressed most obviously in the increased purchasing power
of the paper rubles in which they receive their money income.
So long as irredeemable paper money was being poured out to fi-
nance the deficits of Soviet enterprise, it was hardly possi-
ble to increase the real value of money incomes. Luring the
year, hov/ever, the government has been able to make rapid pro-
gress toward stabilizing its monetary system. Large branches
of industry have been placed on a self-financing basis, thus
* The World Almanac And Book Of Facts
New York World Telegram, New York, 1935, p. 710
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doing away with the necessity of issuing more paper money.
At the same time the gold cover of the currency in circula-
tion has been substantially increased, owing to a remarkable
expansion in Soviet gold production, which has now reached an
annual total of $400,000,000, a ASfJo increase in the space of
two years,*' *
In addition to those results mentioned earlier in this
section, the following constitute the most important advances
made during the first part of the second Five-Year Plan:-
1, In agriculture, mechanization has proceeded rapidly
and there has been a marked increase in the number of
tractor stations which serve the collective districts.
2, In industry, production costs have been reduced to some
extent and the productivity of labor has been increased
on an average of 10^,
3, In transportation, notable progress has been made in
aviation. Inland vyaterways have been developed, the
two most important systems completed being the Dnieper
Dan and the V/hite -Sea-Baltic inland waterws.y. The Vol-
ga-Dam canal is nov; under construction. The length of
railv/ay lines has been increased. Freight and passen-
ger operations on the railway have been extended. E-
lectrification of railway lines has shovm considerable
progress. Highways have been repaired and extended,
* Furniss, Edgar S,, Triumphs of Soviet Planning
Current History, December, 1935, p, 326
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and motor car and motor truck operations are now on
the increase. At last, the merchant marine has taken
on a new lease of life.
4. In power output, the Soviet Union has greatly added
to their regional power stations and in 1934 ranked
third among the power producers of the v/orld.
5. In military affairs, avaition has become of paramount
importance, and this branch is being rapidly developed.
Mechanization of the amy is proceeding swiftly and ed-
ucational work has been made a regular part of the mil-
itary diet.
"While noting the indisputable improvement in the field
of qualitative standards achieved by industry in the first two
years of the Second Five Year Plan, we must still admit that
the improvement does not yet insure the qualitative tasks of
the Second Five Year Plan as a v/hole. The backward sections
still remain the light and timber industries where productivity
of labor grows but the costs of production do not show any dowTi'
ward tendency. Certain shifts during the two years of the sec-
ond Five Year Plan have been revealed in the improvement of the
assortment and quality of output of the light and food indus-
tries. Here, however, there is still an endless am.ount of work
to be done." *
* Economic Reviev/ of the Soviet Union
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Russia’s foreign trade machinery, v/hile not unique, is
totally unlike that of its capitalistic competitors in the
world markets. Through the Commissariat of Foreign Trade, the
government exercises a monopoly over all foreign trade. Each
of the constituent States of the Soviet Union maintain their
trade contact v/ith the Commissariat of Foreign Trade through
their o\m trade bureaus. All imports and exports are rigidly
controlled, and that such strict control may be better main-
tained, the State Planning Commission is charged with the re-
sponsibility of gathering and analyzing all data which might be
useful and pertinent to the Commissariat of Foreign Trade.
"Every ton of grain, every pound of butter, every kilogram
of petroleum, every stick of lumber sold abroad by the Soviet
Union is sold by the foreign trade monopoly, Ever^’’ piece of
machinery, every typewriter, every ton of metal, every bale of
cotton imported by the Soviet Union is bought and sold by the
foreign trade monopoly. No citizen of the Soviet Union can buy
any1:hing from abroad except through the foreign trade monopoly.
Not even the Soviet Government can buy or sell abroad except
through the foreign trade monopoly." *
Some observers claim that the Russian system of foreign
trade and the apparent unfamiliarity of the rest of the world
with its organization, is perhaps a factor which has seriously
* Duranty, Walter, and others. Red Economics
Houghton Mifflin & Company, Boston 8c New York, 1932, p. 295
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hindered more normal resumption of world economic relations.
Today not only are the Russians better acquainting the world
powers with their foreign trade policy, but they are also en-
couraging the participation of foreign capital in the foreign
trade of their country through the medium of "mixed companies".
These mixed companies are controlled jointly by the Soviet Gov-
ernment and foreign concerns, both of which hold shares.
At the time of this v/riting, complete and detailed figures
on Russia’s foreign trade for the year 1935 are not available.
"The following table shows the exports to and the imports from
the principal countries for 1934 and 1933:" *
Imports Erom Exports To
1934 1933 1934 1933
( in thousand rubles
)
Great Britain 46,265 30,590 69,182 86,983
Germany 28,758 148,061 98,413 85,747
Mongolia 20,561 17,269 44,806 38,562
United States 17,875 16,580 14,277 13,965
Holland 15,751 5,974 22,224 25,890
Persia 14,326 8,359 11,785 12,008
Italy 11,819 16,901 18,993 22,226
France
Western And
11,636 5,237 21,879 22,893
Eastern Uhina 9,385 21,461 6,785 18,027
* Economic Review of the Soviet Union
I'feirch-April, 1935, p, 95
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Belgium-Luxemburg 7,233 2,564 17,230 27,636
Japan And Formosa 6,905 7,349 5,782 9,124
Poland 5,249 12,973 3,641 5,056
Among the principal exports listed were: oil, furs, cot-
ton fabrics, lumber, grain and flour, and flax and hemp. A-
mong the principal imports listed were: industrial machinery
and equipment, rubber, iron and steel, wool, silk, livestock,
and metals. As will be noted from the table above, in 19S4
Great Britain and Germany were the principal import and export
countries, with Mongolia and France showing marked increases
in both imports and exports over the year 1933. The balance
of trade continued favorable, showing a marked increase over
the favorable balance of trade established in 1933 at some
147.442.000 rubles. "Foreign trade debts which amounted to
1.400.000 gold rubles in 1931 had fallen to 139,000,000 rubles
in October 1935." *
The peak in American-Russian commercial relations ivas
reached in 1930 when the Soviets bought some 115 million dol-
lars worth of American products. Then things began to happen.
Russia vreLS accused of "dumping" goods on the world markets in
an effort to secure the funds necessary to finance the work
of construction going on within the country. In line with the
rest of the world, the United States began to restrict certain
* Furniss, Edgar S., The New Soviet Money
Current History, February, 1936, p. 548
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of the Russian imports in an effort to defeat this evil. By
the end of 1932, the v;ork of construction was so well advan-
ced that Russia could reduce imports of machinery, equipment,
and supplies, which commodities constituted the bulk of Rus-
sian imports from the United States in 1929 and 1930, ’!By the
year 1933 American-Russian trade had toppled to a new low." *
Several significant happenings occurred in 1934 which had
certain marked effects upon American-Russian trade relations.
On February 16, 1934, the United States Government established
the -Import Bank, knovm as the EIB, to finance and faci-
litate trade between the two countries. The new bank v/as to
be operated on a system of balanced trade, and vrhile trade cre-
dits were to be extended in the place of financial credits,
this bank was ready to extend financial credits up to a period
not exceeding five years
,
It soon became apparent that Russia was interested prima-
rily in financial credits, not of short term but of long dura-
tion, in some cases up to fifteen years. The Soviets claimed
that they must have loans of this kind if they v/ere to purchase
railroad equipment, oil-boring equipment, etc., in the United
States
.
"The pasvsage of the Johnson Act and its application to
the Soviet Union were the first blows struck at the prospective
* Economic Review of the Soviet Union
September, 1934
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Soviet trade. The collapse of debt negotiations under circum-
stances which reflected little credit upon the Administration
and the subsecuent dissolution of the Exuort Import Bank defi-
nitely closed the door to trade on the scale which was envi-
sioned at the time of recognition.” *
In spite of the above events, imports from and exports to
the United States showed a slight increase in 1934 over 1933,
This increase ms more noticeable during the first half of the
year. Principal Soviet products imported into the United States
in 1934 v/ere: lumber and pulpv/ood, mined products, furs, fish
products, and agricultural products. Principal American pro-
ducts exported to the Soviet Union during the same 37-ear inclu-
ded: machinery and equipment, raw materials
,
semi-manufactured
goods, and transport equipment.
Soviet purchases for the first six months of 1935 showed
a remarkable increase over 1934, in fact, they were approxi-
mately two and one half times as large as in the corresponding
period of 1934.
"The trade agreement signed in Moscow on July 13, 1935
by American and Russian representatives may mark the first
break in the commercial deadlock between the tv/o countries.
The terms of the agreement follow closely those of similar con-
ventions recently concluded by the United States and Belgium,
* The Nation
September 11, 1935, p, 284
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Czechoslavakia and Brazil. The Tariff Act of 1934 authorizes
the President to reduce or remove tariff duties in exchange
for trade concessions from another country. Since the Soviet
Union has no tariff concessions to offer, for Russian import
trade is a government monopoly, the Union has unofficially
agreed to buy at least $30,000,000 worth of American goods
during the twelve months covered by the agreement. The United
States, for its part, has reduced the tariff on certain Soviet
products—of which manganese is an important item- -and has
placed wood pulp on the free list. The agreement may be renewed
at the end of the trial tv/elve-month period.’* *
It is too early to make any prediction as to the probable
effect of the new trade agreement upon the commercial relation-
ships between the United States and Russia, Improvement has
been reported. One thing is certain, however, and that is that
this trade agreement will enable us to take advantage of much
Soviet business which would have gone to the foreign countries.
"Anyone who follov/s at all attentively the development of
Soviet exports, the changes taking place in their structure,
notes one outstanding feature; the steady grovrbh in the rela-
tive weight of industrial goods from year to year (as shown in
the follov/ing table).” ** (see next page)
* Fumiss, E. S., The Soviet-American Trade Pact
Current History, September, 1935, pp. 663-4
** Economic Review of the Soviet Union
February, 1935, p. 48
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ProTDortions of Ag:ricultural and Industrial Exports.
(in percent of total exports
)








1934 (8 mos) 15.7 74.3
The marlced decline in the export of agricultural products
is due to the insistence of the Governnent upon more food for
the satisfaction of internal demands, a promise given to the
people in the early years of the second Five-Year Plan, Not
only has the expert of foodstuffs been reduced to this low lev-
el, but the supply of foodstuffs available to the Russian peo-
ple has been augmented by increased purchases of foodstuffs
abroad
.
The rapid increase in the exports of industrial products
has been accompanied by the cultivation of better trade rela-
tionships with the Asiatic States. Russia is exporting rubber
goods, automobiles, road building enuinment, cotton fabrics,
metals, and machines to these countries. In exchange, they
are absorbing the bulk of the rice, livestock, wool, cotton,
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Asiatic States.
Because industrialization in Russia has nov/ become al-
most complete, it is to be expected that the imports of hea-
vy machinery and metals v/ill continue to decline. Purchases
of these goods reached a high peak in 1931 when the Soviet
Union purchased approximately |l00,00,000 worth of these goods
from the United States. Raw materials are fast becoming an
inportant item of import by the Soviet Union. "Witness the
purchase this year of $5,500,000 v/orth of American cotton." *
Increasing imports of rubber have been noted. In addition to
foodstuffs and raw materials, materials for the building of
the VJ8.T machine, and transportation and communication facili-
ties, constitute the main items in the present Russian import
structure
.
A most important development in the Soviet export picture
has been the adoption by them of the capitalistic method of
gra.nting loans abroad in an effort to stimulate the market for
Russian goods. It vns early in 1934 that Russia m.ade her in-
itial loan of this kind to Turkey. This action resulted in
the creation of a market for Russian-made machines. Until Rus-
sia has reached complete industrialization, it is obvious that
she V7ill not have enough canital available to make a serious
bid for business in this v;ay in competition with those coun-
* Furniss, iSdgar S.
Current History, September, 1935, p. 664
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tries which have an adequate supply of capital for loans of
this kind. Nevertheless, it speaks of Russia's determina-
tion to become a serious factor in the exnort of industrial
products
.
Late in 1934 the Soviet trading organizations adopted
the policy of placing orders for cash rather than on a credit
basis. It is claimed that the reason for this action ^vas the
excessive charges for credits imposed upon the Soviet Union
by the other countries. It is interesting to note that V7here-
ever the Soviet Union has been compelled to use tlie cash pay-
ment system, imports from the country in question have been
materially reduced. Fearing this loss of business, some of
the foreign countries, notably Great Britain, have given their
serious attention to the revision of prevailing arrangements
and the establishment of normal credit charges. At present,
the Soviet Union is receiving offers of longer credit togeth-
er with a radical improvement of credit terms.
For the most part, the Soviets are dependent upon for-
eign countries for vessels in which to transport their ex-
ports. During 1935 considerable progress has been made tovra.rd
the development of an efficient merchant marine. The Soviets
have purchased oil tankers, refrigerator freighters, and lum-
ber freighters in the building up of their own trade fleet.
The development of an efficient merchant marine will mean much
v;o /' 7 s
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to the Russian foreign trade, because under the present ar-
rangement, the necessity of chartering vessels gives rise to
freight charges, which in many cases, the Soviet Union claim
are excessive.
Summing up this chapter, it appears that the present
foreign trade situation in Russia has shovm improvement as
evidenced by the following factors:
1. The radical reduction of indebtedness in foreign
countries
,
2. Adoption of the policy of buying for cash in certain
instances
.
3. Offers of longer credit terms from other nations.
4. Improvement of the foreign exchange situation as ev-
idenced by the above factors and the industrialization
of the country has made it possible for the Soviets to
change the export structure from agricultural to in-
dustrial products
,
with a resultant increase in the
dollar value of ex];:)orts.
5 • Improvement in the merchant marine
.
"The historical successes of socialist industrialization
achieved under the direction of our Party and its great lea-
der, Comrade Stalin, are intimately bound up with the policy
of the monopoly of foreign trade v^hich the Soviet Union, fol-
lov/ing the counsel of Lenin, has persistently and continuously
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carried out its economic relations with capitalistic coun-
tries. At the present time the USSR has heen transformed
from a country importing means of production to a country man
ufacturing them, to a country capable of starting the export
of equipment.” *
* Economic Review of the Soviet Union
February, 1935, p, 49
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As a vrorld power Russia has definitely arrived. By the
year 1934 Russia had returned to the family of nations. *'In
diplomatic relations the Bolsheviks have scored one success
after another- -the renev/al of diplomatic relations with the
United States, the recent treaties with Roumania, Poland,
Czecho-Slavakia
,
the alliance with France, and then entrance
into the League of Nations.” * Many things have contributed
to this success, but perhaps of paramount importance have been
the remarkable grov/th of the gold production in Russia, and
Russians pledge to help keep peace in the v;-orld. To insure
her own safety, Russia has built a m.ilitary unit which now com
mjands the respect of all the nations of the vrorld.
What may we expect of Russia as a future power in the
v/orld economic structure? It is apparent that Russia faces
many obstacles in her attempt to win a place of importance in
world economic relations. Of these obstacles, perhaps the fol
lowing represent the m.ore important ones
:
1. Industrial difficulties to be overcome.
2. Danger of mr.
3. Establishment of amiable and profitable trade relation
ships with foreign countries.
In a comparatively short space of time the Soviets have
achieved an outstanding industrial and economic success.
* Villard, Oswald Garrison
The Nation, July 10, 1935, p. 35
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"They have risen from the eighth nation in total industrial
production in 1927 to second today. Only the United States
now surpasses them in total production, and this they have
accomplished in five years. The total output of Soviet pro-
ducts, excluding agriculture, is 334 tim_es what it was in
1914. They are in the process of creating in Moscov/ what
will be the tallest and perhaps the most imposing building
in the world, the parlimentary building and memorial to Lenin
—symbol of the fact that they expect to surpass all the ma-
terial and cultural achievements of the rest of the world." *
But in this mad rush for industrial power, the Soviet
state-controlled system of economic planning has ignored cer-
tain principles which all successful industry must adopt, be
it state-controlled or a competitive s^'-stem, Soviet industry
has not been efficient; Soviet industry has not greatly im-
proved the quality of its goods; Soviet industry has not ma-
terially lowered the costs of production. In addition, bu-
reaucracy in the administration of industr^^- has made for mis-
managem.ent and serious delays in the work schedules. The re-
sult has been a tremendous loss in man-hours of labor and the
creation of considerable discontent among the workers. Last,
but very important, is the fact that Soviet industry is waging
a determined fight to teach their workers how to efficiently
operate and care for the huge industrial machine world v/hich
* Jones, Stanley E., Christ’s Alternative to Communism
The Abingdon Press, Nev/ York, 1935, p. 98
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has been created in New Russia. Until that time when there
will be a sufficient supply of skilled labor to keep the
wheels of industry going continuous 137- and efficiently, there
will be heavy losses dtie to undue depreciation of machinery,
idle time, and the ruin of complicated parts of machineries.
"The foreign exchange situation of the Soviet Union has
improved greatly. This situation coupled with the industri-
alization of the country has made it possible for us to in-
troduce considerable alterations in the structure of Soviet
exports. The basic change consists of a decrease in the pro-
portion of agricultural products and an increase of the pro-
portion of industrial products in Soviet exports coupled v/ith
a drastic decrease in the export of foodstuffs.” *
This decided shift in Soviet export structure makes it
most urgent that the previously-mentioned defects in the in-
dustrial system be remedied if Russia is to compete on an equal
footing with the rest of the nations in the world markets. It
is true that Soviet state-controlled Industry does not suffer
from certain overhead items, such as the middleman's profit,
and the lack of standardization of production, which are pecu-
liar to the competitive system of industry. Yet, the weight
of these defects constitute a serious burden to the ultimate
success of Russia as an important factor in the v/orld’s econo-
mic structure.
* Economic Reviev; of the Soviet Union
March-April, 1935
,
New York, p. 80
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Perhaps a most serious blow to Russia *s attempt at
world economic recognition would be war. ”It is a curious
fact that the greater the industrial and economic success of
the Soviets, the greater will be their danger from the out-
side v/orld. The more rapidly, for example, they strengthen
their munitions industry and improve their army, the greater
the temptation to the Japanese to strike at them from Manchu-
ria before it becomes no longer possible to do so with any
hope of victory.” * Of late, there has been talk of Germany's
interest in North Russia, which talk has prompted Russia to
increase the strength of the Baltic fleet and to take other
necessary steps to extend fortifications in that region.
It is apparent that the Soviets realize how vital the per-
petuation of peace is to their success. The rem.arkable strides
made in military equipping attest to this fact. The army has
been machined, the men are receiving technical training, and
the development of aviation has proceeded v/ith remarka.ble and
tireless speed. The other nations have viev/ed with some sus-
picion the rapid grov^rth of the Soviet military machine. The
Soviets defend their action on the grounds that until complete
economic development of their country is attained, they must
guard themselves from the dangers of grave foreign aggression.
Furthermore, they point out that they have no desire to engage
in v/ar; rather, they desire to join v/ith the capitalistic coun-
Villard, Oswald Garrison
The Nation, July 10, 1935, p. 35
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tries in the manifold perpetuation of peace.
”The v/eakest link in the Soviet militar37- equipment is
the railroad system, i'or tv/o years the government has tried
to effect improvement by means of severe discipline, even
punishing v/ith death railroad officials and v/orkmen who blun-
dered. Now a complete reorganization and rehabilitation of
the railroad structure has been decided upon. L, M. Eagano-
vitch, next to Stalin the outstanding figure in Russia today,
has been appointed Commissar of Transportation with dictator-
ial powers , He has been given an appropriation of 200 mil-
lion rubles to expend this year on equipment and modernization
of the structure," *
To supplement this preparedness, Russia has been success-
ful in signing non-aggression pacts with Italy, Poland, ]?'3?ance
Finland, Latvia, and Estonia. These pacts contain certain pro
visions with reference to the complete outlawing of economic
sabotage and aggression. It is Russians firm belief that non-
aggression pacts on all sides v/ill constitute instruments of
much weight in the maintenance of continued peace betv/een the
nations of the world. Russia would sign non-aggressions pacts
v;ith all the governments of the world. Non-aggression pacts
plus an efficient military machinery will not entirely outlaw
v;ar, but they act as pov.^erful deterrents to its existence,
either in Russia or any part of the world. This combination
* Pumiss, E. I.
Current History, April, 1935
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should be the means of keeping Russia free of war and thus
free to devote its entire energy to the development of Rus-
sian participation in the world economic group.
"There is a cynical explanation that their attempts to
avoid v/ar are not sincere, that the U. S. S. R. only wishes
to postpone it until such time as its ovm resources and or-
ganizations are developed for the task of 'picking up the
pieces’—of organizing the shattered remnants of iiJuropean so-
ciety into a new boviet federation under the aegis of the Krera
lin. This is not true. The rulers of Russia are particularly
opposed to war for the same reason as the rulers of Great Rri-
tain, because they know that their country v/ould find it im-
possible to avoid participation should v/ar break out an3rwhere,
and that new methods of warfare might be so destructive as to
greatly?- delay and hamper, or even v/holly ruin, the national
reconstruction v/hich they are carrying out with fanatical en-
ergy." *
It is the general concensus of public opinion that should
war come to Russia, the Soviets will not be the aggressors,
but rather they will be called upon to defend the products of
ten years of hard labor and sacrifices against hostile and de-
signing neighbors who are suffering from the need of more land
the shortage of raw materials, and financial difficulties.
* Duranty, V/alter, Europe-War or Peace?
Foreign Policy Association-New York
World Peace Foundation-Boston, 1935, p. 33
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During the period of the first Five-Year Plan, the ne-
cessity of urgent purchasing put Russia at a decided disad-
vantage in trading in the world markets. Sacrifices had to
be made, highly excessive payments had to be made, and the
credit terms extended to Russia were very inadeoiiate. imow
in the closing years of the second Five-Year Plan, we find a
slightly different condition of affairs. The intense pur-
chasing has been reduced to a minimum. Russia, while still
building up her industrial system, has turned to a consider-
ation of consumers' goods. As such, the Soviets can produce
at top speed with little concern for the absorption capacity
of its m.arkets. Russia has a long way to go before internal
consumption reaches a saturation point. For the present, at
least, it seems that the Soviets can limit their imports to
a negligible amount and can restrict or extend their exuorts
as the^r desire.
Visualizing the da^r v/hen internal consimption will be
completed and efficient industrialization wmll be accomplished,
the Soviet Union is engaged in establishing better credit fa-
cilities and terms with the leading nations of the world. It
seem.s that Russia is encountering some resistance in this di-
rection. It is apparent that the nations of the world are
still a bit Y^ry of the Russian's ability to continue their
present policy of paying their commercial obligations on tim.e.
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”It is of interest to examine briefly the nature of
credit insurance under\'/ritten by other nations as regards
their Russian trade, as summarized in the following abbrevi-
ated table:
Countr?/’ Amount of Credit Average length
Great Britain 12,000,000 pounds 12-18 months
Germany 650,000,000 marks 24 months
Italy 200,000,000 lire 19 m.onths
Poland 150,000,000 zlotys 3-17 months
Finland 126,000,000 marks 6 raos, to 2 yrs.
Latvia 10,000,000 lats 12 mos , and longer
Czechoslavkia 100,000,000 crowns 2-3 years
Norway 32,500,000 crowns 12 months
Sweden 75,000,000 crowns 12 months
Denmark 70,000,000 crovms maxiraum-10 yrs.
usually 1-6 yrs
.
Without attempting to analyze the credit insurance plans here
represented, it may be said that the average amount of risk
assumed under them by the respective governments is 65 to
75 per cent of the total credits involved, and that there is
a general, if rough, correspondence betv/een them and their
Russian imports. And it is worth noting that no losses to
the insuring governments have been reported as having been in-
curred in dealing with Russia on these terms; in point of the
fact that the Soviet record on payment of commercial obliga-
tions has been excellent." *
* Carter, Henry
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At the present time, movements are on the way in both
iUngland and France for the establishment of nev; credits for
the Russians. They are interested in more Russian business
but they are also interested in making some definite arrange-
ments for the settlement of the old Czarist obligations.
"The British are proposing that they make a large loan to the
Soviets, to be spent entirely in Britain. Moscow is expected
to pay, say 1$ for the credit. The British will pass the
loan along to the public at about 3 1/2%, and the difference
v/ill be used to amortize old Russian obligations which V7ill
be reduced to some mutally agreed figure." *
Whatever ideas the other nations of the world may have
about credit for the Soviets, the Soviets have a very definite
idea of the conditions incidental to the growth of their mu-
tual trade relations with any nation. The huge increase in
the gold reserve, the existence of a favorable balance of
trade, and the growing economic independence of the Russians,
give them sound bases for this attitude. The^r demand normal
conditions of trade, normal prices and costs of credits, to-
gether with efficient facilities for the discounting and re-
discounting of the commercial paper of the USSR. It seems
likely that these demands will be met by the other nations,
but it will be expected that the Russians will cooperate by
making some agreement as to the settlement of the old debts.
* Business V/eek
January 18, 1936, p. 38
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In addition to the three obstacles previously mentioned,
there are other difficulties to be overcome, all of v/hich may
have a very direct bearing on Russia’s ultimate success as a
factor of importance in the vforld economic structure. Brief-
ly explained, they are as follows:
1, Raising of the general level of the worker and the
•peasant
.
Discussion of this factor will be found in Chapter
II under Section B, Suffice it to say, accomplish-
ment of a decent standard of living is a most impor-
tant prerequisite to any advance in v/orld economic
relations. Russia is giving this problem concerted
and most serious attention.
2, Bridging of the gau between city and tovni.
Collectivization and mechanization of agriculture
and the recent greater political liberties extended
to the peasant, have done much to diminish the gap
which has existed betv/een the worker and the peasant.
The development of industry and agriculture on an
equal footing is most important to Russia’s hopes of
becoming an important factor in the world economic
structure
.
3, The efficient development of all transportation and
communications facilities
.
Russia is bending intense effort in the direction of
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the rapid improvement of all transportation and com-
munication facilities. V/ith the new factories in
the wilderness of Siberia, and the supplies of raw
materials hundreds, and in some cases, thousands of
miles aivay, the importance of this issue cannot be
stressed too much. Recent developments have seen the
opening of the Artie route between JSurope and Asia.
The importance of this development lies not only in
the fact that a new artery of trade is open, but that
nov/ much of Siberia
,
previously traversed by wandering
tribes, will now be open for exploitation. Russians
development is proceeding eastward tomrd Asia and
the Pacific. As such, the development of railroads
and communication lines across the Ural mountains and
the vast Eurasian plain is being pushed forvra.rd ra-
pidly.
‘I'hQ stabilization of the currency.
"The government is attempting to supplement the
achievements in industry and agriculture by increasing
stabilization. The ruble, nominally on a gold basis,
has had no definite value in foreign markets, while
within the Soviet Union, its purchasing power has
fluctuated with each issue of paper money and has been
further affected by official price regulation. The
abandonment of the rationing system and the rapid ex-
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pansion of trading in the open market, which have
occurred since the beginning of the year, have great-
ly tended to increase the free play of economic for-
ces in determining the domestic value of money. At
the same time the government is taking steps to con-
trol the amount of money in circulation. During the
past tv;o years, almost 700,000,000 rubles in currency
has been withdra^vn, A nev7 internal loan of 3,500,000
000 rubles announced on May 4 is intended to aid mon-
etary stabilization by providing the means for capi-
tal expenditures without inflating the currency.” *
5. Reaching of a saturation point in internal consumption.
This is one factor v/hich must necessarily require some
time to complete. For instance, it is rather difficult
to make any intelligent observer believe that things
like electric refrigeration v/ill come to Russia either
this year or even within the next five years. This
means that until internal consumption is completely
satisfied, the entire attention of the Soviets cannot
be directed toward the establishment of better trade
relationships with the outside v;orld. The satisfac-
tion of internal consumption must necessarily precede
any serious participation of the Soviet Union in the
w^orld trade.
* Furniss, E, 1., Patriotism Comes to the Soviets
Current History, duly, 1935, p. 663
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The debts of the (Jzarist Government
«
A most recent instance of the danger of the existence
of these old obligations to the development of mu-
tual trade relationships, v’as the application of the
Johnson Act to the Soviet Union. This act provides,
in the case of governments defaulting in payment of
their debts to the United States, for the prohibition
of the distribution of loans by the said government
in the United States, and the prohibition of the
granting of loans and credits to the said government.
As indicated earlier in this chapter, the foreign na-
tions, notably France and England are attempting to
make arrangements whereby the old debts could be amor-
tized over a period of years. As yet the Soviets have
shov/n no decided interest in this method of pa3rraent.
For the present, at least, the debt Question looms as
perhaps the most serious of the problems confronting
the Soviets in their drive for an important position
in the world economic group.
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What about Russia As A Factor Of Grov/ing Importance In
The World Economic Structure? It is my contention that Rus-
sia will continue to add to her prestige in v/orld trade re-
lations, full consideration being given to the obstacles pre-
sented in the previous chapter as v/ell as to the time neces-
sary for the the overcoming of these obstacles. It seems,
however, that the the time when Russia will become a great
figure in the v/orld economic structure is still q_uite remote.
It is perhaps certain that Russia will again resume her pre-
v/ar role as one of the largest exporters of grain in the world.
As to immediate exports of manufactured goods in any
large quantities, this does not seem possible. It will be a
number of years before Soviet industry will be able to produce
goods of quality at prices which will enable them to compete
with the nations of western Europe in the world markets. It
is rather certain that Russia will not be a significant factor
in the field of industrial exports for some time to come.
A leader in the German Federation of Labor expressed a
belief that the future of Russia as a competitor in the xvorld
market depends very much on the rate at v/hich technical edu-
cation proceeds in the Soviet Union, when he sa3)"s: ”Ten or
twenty years may be only a brief space of time as time goes,
but it will suffice to rear a generation of skilled Russian
proletarians with whom v/orkmen of the western states will be
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expected to compete. With millions of artisans accustomed
to a lower standard of living, and wage conditions v/hich even
ten years hence may still be s^monomous with conscripted la-
bor, Soviet industry is bound to play havoc in the labor mar-
kets of the more civilized states." * In answer to this
claim, that Soviet industry will play havoc in the labor mar-
kets of the more civilized states, the Soviets contend that
the rise in the general level of the standard of living of
the workers will make such a situation impossible.
There are some conditions which may aid Russia in her
struggle for a place of importance in the world economic
structure, and they are as follov/s:
1, The continued growth in the production of gold.
"Whatever weight various people place on the predic-
tion in Moscow that the Soviets are going to pass
the Transvaal soon in the production of gold, there
is little question that present output has reached
impressive levels. ITie conservative Engineering and
Mining Journal places 1935 production somewhere be-
tv/een 5.9 and 6 million ounces, which at ^35.00 an
ounce, is v;orth considerable over EOO millions." **
2. Maintenance of a favorable balance of trade
.
Complete figures for the year 1955 are not as yet
* Friedman, Elisha M., Russia in Transition
The Viking Press, Nev/ York, 1932
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available, but the following figures will show the
trend, v/hich trend has continued favorably during
the year 1935. "There v/as a favorable balance of
trade of 185,919,000 rubles in 1934 as against
147,442,000 rubles in 1933 and an unfavorable bal-
ance of 129,112,000 rubles in 1932," *
3, The trend towards democracy.
As the vrriter explained in Chapter II, Section A on
Government, there has been a trend in Russia which
speaks of democracy. "Kautsky (pupil of Marx and
Engels, the Maixists, including Lenin, until the re-
volution of 1917), believes that the victory of de-
mocracy in Russia would not only open this market to
the industry of the world, it would also swiftly ex-
tend it to tremendous dimensions," **
4. Outstanding foreign obligations are being reduced
.
"The Soviet Union during the past period has seen a
radical reduction of the indebtedness in foreign coun
tries. The payment by us of the bulk of accertances
issued on old orders, the reduction of current orders
the adoption of the policy of buying various goods,
primarily raw materials, for cash, have greatly re-
duced the role and the importance of commercial cre-
dit on imports." ***




** Friedman, Elisha M., Russia in Transition
The Viking Tress, JMew York, 1932, p, 461
*** Economic Reviev; of the Soviet Union, March-April, 1935
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Such a policy cannot help but be conducive to a
growth of mutual trade relationships, for in this
day and age of defaults and broken promises, a cus-
tomer of this kind is to be sought after.
The desire for peace with the world.
This topic has been covered in some detail in the
previous chapter. To the end that she might elevate
herself to an imposing position in the w^orld econo-
mic group, Russia, at least for the present, seems
pledged to the maintenance of world peace.
The question is raised, granted that Russia will become
a dominant export power in the world economic structure, what
will she in turn import? The Soviets declare that machinery
will continue to constitute an appreciable amount of their
imports from countries v/ho wish to do business Y;ith them. In
addition, Russia now claims to be in a position to use large
amounts of raw materials and expects to increase the imports
of them in the future. And furthermore, to meet the demands
of the v/orkers and peasants for more and better necessities,
Russia is prepared to buy increasing allotments of consumers^
goods. Another item, an item v/-hich should shov/ a remarkable
increase in the next few years
,
will be ships and shipbuild-
ing materials . The growing importance of luxuries in the
import picture, together v/ith increasing Soviet purchases of
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heavy equipinent, should reflect themselves in the increased
dollar value of Soviet imports
.
"Soviet economists insist that the country's improved
economic position opens a market for increased imports, with
consumers* goods and raw materials providing the bulk of the
purchases, rather than machinery. It is a change in trend
v/hich has become apparent only in the last twelve months and
is attracting attention of a new group of exporters in Europe
and the United States." *
Russia must have the help of foreign ca-^ital and tech-
nical assistance in the further development of her industry
and tra.de relations. Russia, like the United states some
years ago, must rely on foreign capital, and it is safe to
prophesize that under normal conditions, Russia v/ill become
an important field for growing foreign investments. This will
certainly represent a compromise betv;een the State system of
Russia, and the capitalistic principles of foreign countries,
that is, as far as foreign investments are concerned, as for
tech-nical assistance, the present need in Russia is great and
will continue to be thus until industry comes of age.
Russia must have time. It cannot be expected that into
some ten years we can crowd a development which has taken the
United States some 150 years. True it is that Russian indus-
* Business Week, January 18, 1936, p. 43
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try had some background, whereas in the United states, we
had to make the start from the "ground floor". But it must
be remembered that Russia faced problems which far outweighed
the advantage held over the United States with respect to an
industrial background. Of these problems, perhaps the great-
est was the problem, of establishing literacy. In these ten
years Russia has gone far, but as the Soviets are beginning
now to realize, a little less guesswork and false enthusiasm,
and more attention to the quality in place of the quantity
theory of production produces far greater and more economical
and effective results. Much to her surprise, Russia has dis-
covered that the adoption of many of the capitalistic methods
of production is enabling them to place industry on a basis,
whereby they will be able soon to produce favorably?- with any
of the nations with whom they must compete in the world mar-
kets .
"V/hat it all comes down to is that Russia has *Come of
age^. With industrialism as its magic formula, it has trans-
formed itself in a remarkably short time into a first-class
power. Internally this has meant the possibility of estab-
lishing a new social order. Externally it means that it hss
Joined the family of nations, not only as an exponent of a
social theory but as a nation far more coherent than old im-
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queville envisaged over a hundred years ago when his visit
to the United States led him to believe that some day Europe
would find itself squeezed betvreen the jaws of a mighty vise,
America on the West and Russia on the East.” *
* Hunter, Clyde 0., The Soviets Take Stock
The New Republic, luly 17, 1935
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